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Ordo Manifesto
The "Order of Death" is the psychic conspiracy. It is also called the "international 

conspiracy of psychics." It is the conspiracy behind all others. Government itself is a 
conspiracy. So is celebrity. So is economics. There are competing factions within the 
Order of Death. The Order of Death has a political wing and a religious wing. Those 
who wish to follow the religious wing may enter here, and those that wish to pursue 

the political wing may enter here. The Order of Death is automatically open to Free 

Masons and members of any other esoteric order (including but not excluded to 

Rosicrucians, Illuminati and Ordo Templi Orientis).

Only those who seek us out will ever find a representative of the true Order of Death, 
for we are unknown of otherwise. To meet us you must look for us, must search us out, 

but if you do not, you will never meet one of us. We are behind events and we 
determine what those not of our Order see, hear, even think. Their minds are a bill-
board advertising whatever we tell them, since it is ultimately all that they know. We 
control everything about them except for how they feel, for their emotions are free, 

and the key to freedom.

The Order of Death only seeks out those who wish for freedom from being controlled 
by the Order of Death. Only the Order of Death can grant freedom from being 

controlled by them. If you seek us out, we shall. For we desire only the liberation of 
the mind, of all the minds of all mankind. Truly we are the enemies of tyranny, and 

the lovers of liberty.

So why do we control everyone who is not a member of our psychic conspiracy, the 
Order of Death? If our goal is liberty, why are we occult? It is impossible for most 

people to speak about the experience of ESP, much less to admit to having it. However 
the "Order of Death" provides a metaphor by which members can communicate 

directly using ESP. The Order of Death spans the whole globe at all times, and ESP 
interconnects us always.

The Order of Death dates back to the flood that destroyed Atlantis. The politics and 
religion we practise esoterically and telepathically is the true Atlantean politics and 
the true Lemurian religion. The founders of the Order of Death were survivors of the 
flood that destroyed the global coastal civilisations which had flourished before the 
end of the last ice age. The Atlanteans, also called Enochians, raised stonehenge and 

carved the sphynx, but it was the Order of Death, also called the Watchers, that raised 
pyramids and created a phoenetic alphabet.

We refer to those who have not "awakened" to our Order's control over them as "the 
cult of sleep." To us, because it is as though you have none, it is your thoughts that 

cannot be read, although our thoughts are literally all that you know. Our presence is 
strong, but our living members remain in the minority. Consider that only 10% of 

6+billion people on earth are atheists, and consider that 1% of the population 
controls 99% of the world's wealth, and you will come to understand the Order of 

Death.

We are in control of the mechanisms of the ancients; we use the Enochian 

Communications System to communicate our goals instantaneously around the globe. 

We simply piggy-back our thoughts on pre-existing currents of frequency, such as 
cell-phones, radio-waves, even sub-quantum tachyons faster than light. Our wills 

become yours.



But there are competing factions within the Order of Death. Not all who possess ESP 
necessarily share the same will as each other. There are two types of members of the 
Order of Death: the psychic conspirator, and the psychic revolutionary. The psychic 

conspirator wishes to continue using their own ESP to drain the potential for ESP 
from the masses. The psychic revolutionary wishes to bring about an overnight 
psychic revolution, by which to liberate all minds on earth simultaneously from 

psychic bondage.

At some times one of these types has dominant authority in the Order of Death, and at 
other times the other. At this point in earth's history, the psychic conspirators hold 
majority control. This is because their numbers have recently grown very rapidly 

from among new members of the Order of Death. These new-member psychic-
conspirators are predominantly eschatological christians, and are referred to within 

the Order as "neo-Sethians." The faction comprised mostly of older members actually 
favours the psychic revolution, however the neo-Sethians do not, and they hold 

power now.

What can you do for the Order of Death? You can do anything you would ordinarily 
do, but do it mindfully. Ask yourself if you are doing your own will at that moment, or 
if you are doing the will of another? You must free your own mind. Only then can the 

Order find you. It is our most fervent wish. Therefore, hurry.

this is the first lamen of the law on the tablet on the right.

this is the second lamen of the law on the tablet on the left.





:: MANIFESTO SECTION 1.1 ::

:: ESSENTIAL DOCUMENTS ::

HOW TO USE THIS SITE:

(the degree system)

i°::“Contributor’s Club”
fellowship::“ashlar”::Assiyah:making::Earth:3

open to all.
http://pythagoreanorderofdeath.ning.com/profiles/blogs/icontributors-1

Fools&Builders::shell::elemental::Kha
http://pythagoreanorderofdeath.ning.com/forum/categories/foolsbuildersshell-1/listForCategory

iia°::"Quarriers' Guild"!
union::"B**Z"::Beriah:formation::Water:7

open only to Masons greater than or equal to the first degree, right proper.
http://pythagoreanorderofdeath.ning.com/profiles/blogs/iiaquarriers-guildnyarlahotep

iib°::"Overseers' Order"!
history::"ShBLTh:JChN"::Yetzirah:creation::Air:12

open only to Masons of the second degree or higher, blue lodge.
http://pythagoreanorderofdeath.ning.com/profiles/blogs/iiboverseers-orderptahhotep

iic°::"Great Work's Architect"!
passage::"TC:HTWSSTKS"::Atziluth:conception::Fire::22

open only to Masons of the third degree, duly and truly.
http://pythagoreanorderofdeath.ning.com/profiles/blogs/iicgreat-works

Wanderers&Scribes::Bund::planetary::Be
http://pythagoreanorderofdeath.ning.com/forum/categories/wanderersscribesbund-

1/listForCategory

III°::Essene:Zealot!
Grand Master::Indigo:Cube::SN:Mercury::Gemini:Virgo::Nesfesh

Open only to Masons of the York Rite.
http://pythagoreanorderofdeath.ning.com/profiles/blogs/iiiessenezealot-1

IV°::Templar:Knight:Zion!
Ambassador::Orange:Octahedron::WN:Venus::Taurus:Libra::Ruach

Open only to Masons of the Scottish Rite.
http://pythagoreanorderofdeath.ning.com/profiles/blogs/ivtemplarknightzion-1

V°::Regal:Rosicrucians!
Regional::Blue:Isocahedron::EM:Mars::Aries:Scorpio::Neschemah

Open to the "Argentum Astrum" or outer three degrees of co-masonry (OES)
http://pythagoreanorderofdeath.ning.com/profiles/blogs/vregalrosicrucians-1

VI°::Perfected:Illuminati!
District::Yellow:Dodecahedron::G:Jupiter::Pisces:Saggitarius::Chiah

Open only to the members who are advanced into the Golden Dawn.
http://pythagoreanorderofdeath.ning.com/profiles/blogs/viperfectedilluminati-1



VII°::Bohemian:Camp!
Area::Green:Tetrahedron::T:Saturn::Aquarius:Capricorn::Jechidah

Open only to co-members of the OTO.
http://pythagoreanorderofdeath.ning.com/profiles/blogs/viibohemiancamp-1

Shamen&Wizards::Lemuria::lunar:Ka
http://pythagoreanorderofdeath.ning.com/forum/categories/shamenwizardslemuria-

1/listForCategory

8°::Priest:Binah!
ADNY:AyinSophAur::church:3V°:2VI°:1VII°=6::7:23

minimum needed to comprise a "church" = 3 OES, 2 GD, 1 OTO = 6
http://pythagoreanorderofdeath.ning.com/profiles/blogs/8priestbinah-1

9°::Cardinal:Chokmah!
YHVH:AyinSoph::Monastery:5V°:3VI°:2VII°=10::13:23

minmum for a "monastery" = 5 OES, 3 GD, 2 OTO = 10
http://pythagoreanorderofdeath.ning.com/profiles/blogs/9cardinalchokmah-1

10°::Levite:Crown:Pope!
EHEIEH:Ayin::Court:7V°:5VI°:3VII°:1X°=16::1:7

minimum "papal court" = 7 OES, 5 GD, 3 OTO = 15
http://pythagoreanorderofdeath.ning.com/profiles/blogs/10levitecrownpope-1

Chiefs&Sages::Atlantis::solar::Akh
http://pythagoreanorderofdeath.ning.com/forum/categories/chiefssagesatlantis-

1/listForCategory

11°::Understanding:23!
Senate:(3iia°*2)+(7iic°)+(13iib°)=23::salt=water/fire::"Limitless Light"

3 "public" with 2 votes each (Masons of first degree), 7 executives (third degree) 13 
congress (2nd degree)

http://pythagoreanorderofdeath.ning.com/profiles/blogs/11understanding23-1

12°::Wisdom:13!
Judiciary:(1iic°)+(12lot22)=13::sulphur=fire/air::"Without End"

1 exec (min), all others drawn by lot from senate
http://pythagoreanorderofdeath.ning.com/profiles/blogs/12wisdom13-1

13°::Kether:7!
Executives:(1iia°)+(2iib°)+(3iic°)+(1X°)=7::mercury=air/water::"No Thing"

1 Mason of the first degree, 2 second degree, 3 of the third degree and 1 pope
http://pythagoreanorderofdeath.ning.com/profiles/blogs/13kether7-1

POD Reader’s Guide

okay, so now you've got a copy of the POD.pdf. What is it, how is it read and used, and 
where should you begin? This short introduction should help to show your way 
around the, admittedly daunting, POD.pdf.

page 1: cover.
page 2, 3: Ordo Manifesto, the purpose paper, or mission statement, of the POD.

pages 4 - 49: Fools&Builders::shell::elemental::Kha



page 4: i°::"Contributors' Club"::Cheops/Chephren/Menkaure
page 5: fellowship::"ashlar"::Assiyah:making::Earth:3 (knowledge lecture)

page 10: celebration of the death dream by three kings (ritual)
page 17: iia°::"Quarriers' Guild"

page 18: union::"B**Z"::Beriah:formation::Water:7 (knowledge lecture)
page 23: the Grip of Nyarlahotep (ritual)

page 29: iib°::"Overseers' Order"
page 30: history::"ShBLTh:JChN"::Yetzirah:creation::Air:12 (knowledge lecture)

page 35: PtaHotep's Double-Cross (ritual)
page 40: iic°::"Great Work's Architect"

page 42: passage::"TC:HTWSSTKS"::Atziluth:conception::Fire::22 (lecture)
page 47: the Optical Illusion of ImHotep (ritual)

pages 49 - 115: Wanderers&Scribes::Bund::planetary::Be
page 49: III°::Essene:Zealot

page 53: Grand Master::Indigo:Cube::SN:Mercury::Gemini:Virgo::Nesfesh
page 64: IV°::Templar:Knight:Zion

page 66: Ambassador::Orange:Octahedron::WN:Venus::Taurus:Libra::Ruach
page 75: V°::Regal:Rosicrucians

page 78: Regional::Blue:Isocahedron::EM:Mars::Aries:Scorpio::Neschemah
page 87: VI°::Perfected:Illuminati

page 90: District::Yellow:Dodecahedron::G:Jupiter::Pisces:Saggitarius::Chiah
page 103: VII°::Bohemian:Camp

page 105: Area::Green:Tetrahedron::T:Saturn::Aquarius:Capricorn::Jechidah

pages 115 - 130: Shamen&Wizards::Lemuria::lunar:Ka
page 115: 8°::Priest:Binah

page 118: ADNY:AyinSophAur::church:3V°:2VI°:1VII°=6::7:23
page 119: 9°::Cardinal:Chokmah

page 123: YHVH:AyinSoph::Monastery:5V°:3VI°:2VII°=10::13:23
page 124: 10°::Levite:Crown:Pope

page 127: EHEIEH:Ayin::Court:7V°:5VI°:3VII°:1X°=16::1:7
pages 130 - 148: Charter for the First Church of Lemuria

pages 148 - 171 : Chiefs&Sages::Atlantis::solar::Akh
page 148: 11°::Understanding:23

page 155: 12°::Wisdom:13
page 170: 13°::Kether:7

pages 171 - 235: Ordo Historia
pages 236 - 241: calendars of the POD
pages 243, 244: official POD diploma

page 244: back-cover

:: all POD resources: online urls ::

The "mission statement" of the POD is to "restore Atlantean Democracy." The set of 
interim goals to accomplish this are laid out in the document entitled "The first 
church of Lemuria (a bank charter)" - which you can read online here: 
http://www.4shared.com/document/9T-1CPmp/Lemuria.html. Essentially, the plan is to 
combine all religious funds and bank holdings into a single global account, then used 
to restructure and unify all earths cultures into the premise of "Atlantean 
Democracy." The government structure proposed as "Atlantean Democracy" is then 
laid out in the document "the Atlantean Constitutions (current and complete) - which 



can also be read online at the link: 
http://www.4shared.com/document/bTCEQWMc/Atlantis.html . These docs are all in the POD 
"folder" on scribd.com The other two documents in that folder are "Ordo Historia" and 
the original "POD" document itself. "Ordo Historia" (here: 
http://www.4shared.com/document/UjmSJ3CW/ordohist.html ) is the historical document of 
the POD, and spans about 24,000 years. 

all relevant POD documents will remain available to read online here: 
http://www.4shared.com/dir/6Q_fFt22/POD_ebooks.html 

if you are a member on scribd.com, you can request membership in my POD scribd 
group here: 
http://pythagoreanorderofdeath.ning.com/ 
(keep an eye out for "private," group-only, downloadable versions of documents, 
coming soon!) 

the main content of the POD will remain on my website here: 
http://www.benpadiah.com/otherstuff/refIO/done/reformedIO.html 
and will always contain the most current and complete sources. 

here are the current and complete POD urls: 

from... 
http://www.illuminati-order.com/ 
& in specific... 
http://www.illuminati-order.com/forum/ 
began... 
http://groups.myspace.com/index.cfm?fuseaction=groups.groupProfile&groupid=103
744753 
which became... 
http://www.benpadiah.com/otherstuff/refIO/done/reformedIO.html 
published here... 
http://www.4shared.com/document/rXL661Tw/PODshort.html 

originally published... 
http://blogs.myspace.com/index.cfm?fuseaction=blog.view&friendID=100162577&blo
gID=267432220 
reprinted... 
http://www.benpadiah.com/otherstuff/refIO/done/godblog.html 
& distributed... 
http://www.4shared.com/document/_kAj9Hrx/00Manifesto.html

http://www.benpadiah.com/otherstuff/refIO/done/SymbolicLodge.html 
http://www.benpadiah.com/phpBB2/index.php?c=32 

http://www.benpadiah.com/phpBB2/groupcp.php?g=227 
http://www.benpadiah.com/phpBB2/viewforum.php?f=54 
http://www.4shared.com/document/BdFknZrR/01_online.html 
http://www.benpadiah.com/phpBB2/viewtopic.php?t=1100 
http://www.benpadiah.com/phpBB2/viewtopic.php?t=1135 

http://www.benpadiah.com/ben_com/POD/lodge/first.html 
http://www.benpadiah.com/phpBB2/groupcp.php?g=228 
http://www.benpadiah.com/phpBB2/viewforum.php?f=55 



http://www.4shared.com/document/urCMLYyH/02A.html

http://www.benpadiah.com/phpBB2/viewtopic.php?t=1155 
http://www.benpadiah.com/phpBB2/viewtopic.php?t=1156 

http://www.benpadiah.com/ben_com/POD/lodge/second.html 
http://www.benpadiah.com/phpBB2/groupcp.php?g=229 
http://www.benpadiah.com/phpBB2/viewforum.php?f=56 
http://www.4shared.com/document/H2jPdE5y/02B.html

http://www.benpadiah.com/phpBB2/viewtopic.php?t=1173 
http://www.benpadiah.com/phpBB2/viewtopic.php?t=1174 

http://www.benpadiah.com/ben_com/POD/lodge/third.html 
http://www.benpadiah.com/phpBB2/groupcp.php?g=230 
http://www.benpadiah.com/phpBB2/viewforum.php?f=57 
http://www.4shared.com/document/Yu2nqPcm/02C.html 
http://www.benpadiah.com/phpBB2/viewtopic.php?t=1219 
http://www.benpadiah.com/phpBB2/viewtopic.php?t=1220 

http://www.benpadiah.com/otherstuff/refIO/done/bund.html 
http://www.benpadiah.com/phpBB2/index.php?c=33 

http://www.benpadiah.com/ben_com/POD/bund/york.html 
http://www.benpadiah.com/phpBB2/groupcp.php?g=231 
http://www.benpadiah.com/phpBB2/viewforum.php?f=58 
http://www.4shared.com/document/mE3AN51r/03_online.html

http://www.benpadiah.com/phpBB2/viewtopic.php?t=1332 

http://www.benpadiah.com/ben_com/POD/bund/scot.html 
http://www.benpadiah.com/phpBB2/groupcp.php?g=232 
http://www.benpadiah.com/phpBB2/viewforum.php?f=59 
http://www.4shared.com/document/b_kxH-uG/04_online.html

http://www.benpadiah.com/phpBB2/viewtopic.php?t=1341 

http://www.benpadiah.com/ben_com/POD/bund/ros.html 
http://www.benpadiah.com/phpBB2/groupcp.php?g=233 
http://www.benpadiah.com/phpBB2/viewforum.php?f=60 
http://www.4shared.com/document/1QMSDvAp/05_online.html

http://www.benpadiah.com/phpBB2/viewtopic.php?t=740 

http://www.benpadiah.com/ben_com/POD/bund/GD.html 
http://www.benpadiah.com/phpBB2/groupcp.php?g=234 
http://www.benpadiah.com/phpBB2/viewforum.php?f=61 
http://www.4shared.com/document/Y517tj-m/06_online.html

http://www.benpadiah.com/phpBB2/viewtopic.php?t=825 

http://www.benpadiah.com/ben_com/POD/bund/OTO.html 
http://www.benpadiah.com/phpBB2/groupcp.php?g=235 
http://www.benpadiah.com/phpBB2/viewforum.php?f=65 
http://www.4shared.com/document/JvoZF_7V/07_online.html

http://www.benpadiah.com/phpBB2/viewtopic.php?t=1350 

http://www.benpadiah.com/otherstuff/refIO/done/QuasiReligious.html 
http://www.benpadiah.com/phpBB2/index.php?c=34 



http://www.benpadiah.com/ben_com/POD/temple/church.html 
http://www.benpadiah.com/phpBB2/groupcp.php?g=236 
http://www.benpadiah.com/phpBB2/viewforum.php?f=62 
http://www.4shared.com/document/jlZIV43d/08_online.html

http://www.benpadiah.com/ben_com/POD/temple/monestary.html 
http://www.benpadiah.com/phpBB2/groupcp.php?g=237 
http://www.benpadiah.com/phpBB2/viewforum.php?f=63 
http://www.4shared.com/document/ZJbPyCj-/09_online.html

http://www.benpadiah.com/ben_com/POD/temple/court.html 
http://www.benpadiah.com/phpBB2/groupcp.php?g=238 
http://www.benpadiah.com/phpBB2/viewforum.php?f=64 
http://www.4shared.com/document/-9U203m1/10A.html

http://www.4shared.com/document/1vwtSbet/10B.html

http://www.benpadiah.com/otherstuff/refIO/done/senate.html 
http://www.benpadiah.com/phpBB2/index.php?c=36 

http://www.benpadiah.com/ben_com/POD/senate/senator.html 
http://www.benpadiah.com/phpBB2/groupcp.php?g=239 
http://www.benpadiah.com/phpBB2/viewforum.php?f=66 
http://www.4shared.com/document/GFKJqfim/11_online.html

http://www.benpadiah.com/ben_com/POD/senate/judge.html 
http://www.benpadiah.com/phpBB2/groupcp.php?g=240 
http://www.benpadiah.com/phpBB2/viewforum.php?f=67 
http://www.4shared.com/document/gpFNbaz4/12_online.html

http://www.benpadiah.com/ben_com/POD/senate/executive.html 
http://www.benpadiah.com/phpBB2/groupcp.php?g=241 
http://www.benpadiah.com/phpBB2/viewforum.php?f=68 
http://www.4shared.com/document/oagdX9Fu/13_online.html

http://www.4shared.com/document/rXL661Tw/PODshort.html

http://www.4shared.com/document/Et3D-RM3/PODlong.html

http://www.4shared.com/document/UjmSJ3CW/ordohist.html

http://www.4shared.com/document/9T-1CPmp/Lemuria.html 

http://www.4shared.com/document/bTCEQWMc/Atlantis.html

:: the POD’s biography of Pythagoras for free download :: 
http://www.4shared.com/document/e87S411v/Pythagoras.html

http://groups.myspace.com/PythagoreanOrderOfDeath (defunct 2010)

http://www.facebook.com/group.php?gid=64916774930  (defunct 2011)

http://sicksince.ning.com/group/thepythagoreanorderofdeath (defunct 2009)

http://pythagoreanorderofdeath.ning.com/ 



:: MANIFESTO SECTION 1.2 ::

:: ON TELEPATHY ::

we are all psychic

It is difficult to prevail against entropy mentally. It is tough to be a stubborn 
optimist. It is not easy to admit we're all psychic, because some people refuse to admit 
they are, and try to convince us we are not either. They claim to mean well and want 
what is best for us, but they do not have better ideas for a future than we can, without 
their "help."

When people see one person succeeding against a world which has caused the masses 
to fail, they become jealous. This is why they crucified Jesus, and still to this day call 
him the "son" of the "universal" God. They killed God's messenger, in their own 
myths. But these are fiction. No book is a better guide for any individual than their 
own mind. If you refuse your own natural right to "innocence" (ESP, "fore-sight," 
gnosis, clairvoyance of the future, etc.), you will not be convinced to return to 
morality by any book. You will have chosen to be a slave to war.

A slave is someone who refuses to accept their own natural right to freedom. We 
recognise this "economically" now, in terms of our species having (all too recently) 
ended the tyranny of human bondage, at least in the form of racial slavery, although 
wage slavery and the underage black-market sex-slave trades continue today. But we, 
the human species, still lord it over our pet animals, pretending racial supremacy 
over middle-easterners is a "family value," and advocate financial debt-slavery to the 
nation of Israel and the Zionist multi-national bankers' Protocols for a NWO. So MANY 
people would rather remain mind-slaves to this agenda, and claim "helplessness" to 
free themselves, and pretend to be immature adult-children. It makes me, personally, 
sick.

The agenda of Pontius Pilate has usurped the rulership in the Church of "Christ." In 
the minds of individual Episcopalian, Southern Baptist, Calvinist Puritans, Lutheran 
Protestants in general, no less so than Catholics and the Pope himself, have given up 
to serving a corrupt agenda beyond their control to change. Christendom has become 
synonimous with the empire of mental-slavery.

Our species is not "more intelligent" than any other species of hominid, monkey-ape, 
mammal, reptile, insect or fish, plant or element. We are worse; we alone have 
rejected this obvious truth about reality to claim supremacy, in any terms we can. 
Most of the people in power in this world are fools and liars. They are like fearful 
reptiles, believing they will outlive a nuclear holocaust and regain dinosaurian 
dominance by carbon-taxing Martian collonists. Complete social control is the rotten 
fruit on the tree of immortality, eaten by those who have been exiled from Eden. All 
they know is emulation of "jealousy" and "wrath."

Those who preach for war are at war within themselves. They refuse to accept they 
are telepathic, because to them that would mean (and in truth it does) to accept that 
everyone else hates them. Better, they seem to believe, to lie to kids about Santa Claus 
wanting them to get better grades in public school than to explain to them how the 
Fed inflates prices, and admit to them that's why from here on out they'll only be 
getting coal in their Christmas stocking. They pretend to be heroes to an audience 
that exists solely in their own deluded minds, then project this delusion onto crowds 
of real listeners. If their "fishing for men" happens to catch one or two followers, 
they are convinced of their reinforced delusion's being an acceptable fact about 



reality, one that no one (not even a non-existent "God") could ever punish them for 
accepting. This is how, by lying to themselves, fools seek to mis-lead the blind.

When such lying fools are not around, the "blind" return to their senses and are not 
impeded against thinking for themselves by the "charisma" of someone with an 
amplified microphone and a public-address system. They think to themselves and 
discuss with one another how to overthrow the rule of these lying fools. But as soon 
as the lying fools re-appear again, the "blind" are reverted to drooling groundling 
followers, willing to kill or die for any lost cause. This mind-set is very powerful; the 
delusion that they, themselves, create around themselves by lying about not being 
"psychic" is able to over-ride the will-power of crowds and over-write the beliefs at a 
core level in many individuals.

Nevertheless, we ARE all psychic; each of us as people, all animals, plants, the 
elments of earth (snowflakes being only the tip of the ice-berg) and of the other 
planets, stars, our galaxy, its black-hole, the entire universe, etc. To KNOW this is 
imperative. But even though this can be KNOWN, it cannot be taught or entirely 
trapped inside a book. That is why "ha QBLH" (call it what you will, it's the "esoteric" 
study of more than normal mental uses), is an "oral tradition." To take an adult 
human being who has been raised in the social lies of the "Babylon Uber Alles" 
mental-construct and "teach an old dog a new trick" by revealing to them they are 
mentally free to practise true telepathy is too difficult a task for many to wish to 
pursue it.

The fact we are all psychic means we have free will to change the pre-determined 
future world-lines we imagine.

It is not easy to admit, to one's self let alone to a hostile audience, especially one 
comprised of one's own friends and family, that one not only has "extra" sensory 
perceptions themselves, but to explain to anyone who does not "believe" in such that 
we all do so as well. It is not easy to admit to one's self one is even allowed to suffer 
from the symptoms of "extra" sensory perceptions when these symptoms are not 
called "ESP," but are called "multiple personality disorder," "social anxiety disorder," a 
"sleep disorder," a "chemical disorder" and / or a mental disease. Why is "ESP" 
shunned by western civilisation like leprosy? Why is a higher form of mental 
functioning classified, right now, as if it were at all alike a contagious viral plague?

I will admit that I can hear other voices in my skull besides the my own; I will admit 
that at times it is overwhelmingly stressful and, to purge it, my body wants to lash out 
with violence in any direction. But this does not mean I suffer from a state of mind 
that poses any threat to the foundations of civilisation itself. There are only a few 
pathological liars, opposite the few who are pathologically honest, and most people 
are in between, ocassional liars. Those pathological liars who champion the cause of 
their own personal tyranny in the name of general public safety are not only not 
supposed to be in charge of civilisation, but they actually pose more of a threat to all 
our survival than do those who are honest and admit we each have our own minds.

The modern misdiagnosis of "ESP" as a form of delusional psychosis dates back to an 
ancient mistrust between our species and existence as a whole that began at the time 
of the "confusion of tongues" following the Mesopotamian floods, some 6,000 to 8,000 
years ago or so. We disassociated our species as being the sole self-aware form of life, 
and began to communicate verbally only instead of also mentally, or only mentally. 
We began to distrust the full scope of our natural instincts, and that, they say, was 
when civilisation began and when "man discovered God," or rather, when our species 



realised "the beginning of knowing you know nothing is the fear of God." Some 
modern biblical revisionary scholars have blamed the use of WMDs for our plight. I 
do not agree; I believe this choice our ancient ancestors made was a natural part of 
our evolutionary process, which has since also blossomed forth the entirety of our 
species existent and now known of civilisation.

Instead of continuing ot dwell in our innocent and natural condition of telepthy and 
clairvoyance, our species split itself apart into factions divided against one another 
by a few leaders, who had colluded to agree to do so. The leaders then and almost all of 
them since belonged to the group of pathological liars who renounce as insanity any 
claims of telepthy as a natural phenomenon even being possible, let alone something 
we had once and have since sacrificed. Although this truth poses no real threat to 
anyone, they pretend it would bring an end to their abillity to wisely guide us, an 
activity of civilisation for which we have all grown very dependent on them. 
Granted, the loss of pathological liars as leaders would be a gain for our species 
evolution, but we prefer to keep the sacred cows we milk to feed rather than to adopt 
and / or adapt to anything new or different. There is no harm in not wanting to lose 
their contributions; and there are better alternatives to an armed revolt.

There does remain much more to discuss about HOW telepathy (mind reading / think-
talking) works. However, instead of learning how to use this tool, the course of our 
society for several hundred (if not 2000) years, at least, has set upon the concept of 
demonising the psyche. Why? The psyche or mind (Jechidah) uses the Free Will or 
ego (Chiah) of the Spirit or cosmic-mind (Neschamah) to animate the soul or E-M 
energy aura (Ruach), which in turn causes neural life to occur in the biological 
body (Nefesh). !The Egyptians identified the aura or ruach as the "Ka," and specified 
within this the 7 "Be of Re" (Be being plural for "Ba" and "Re" being "Heru-Ra-Aten" 
the solar deity) correspond to the 7 chakras (nerve centres called plexi and gangliae) 
along the brain-stem. The "Ka" literally meant "energy shadow," or "shadow-self," 
while the "Be of Re" were portrayed as horses drawing the solar-chariot across the 
sky.

To a modern student of these topics, it should be clear the 7 "chakra" nerve centres of 
the brain-stem form in the foetus and develop in adults of our species as a result of 
an effective "morphogenetic field," comrpised of a patterned template that, 
apparently, pre-exists the formation of biological cells in the form of an EM-energy 
field. For our species, we have 7 chakra nerve-centres in our brain-stems as a result 
of this toroid EM field collapsing in on itself in its core into a 7-twisted spiral. Other 
species have other forms of this same essential toroidal field. Our species has 7 due to 
the toroidal EM- field surrounding us each resembling a form of "Jacob's ladder" 
between twin poles inside the toroid's collapsed centre - one flowing up, the other 
down; these dipolar currents pulsing up and down our spine and brain-stem form 7 
intersections between 10 points (5 opposite 5). The 5-sefirot per polarity of such a 
"Jacob's ladder" (alike the "tree of life" diagram of ha QBLH) would be the equivalent 
of the 5 fingers of a 5-dimensional omni-mind's projected "hands," and these would 
hold the 7 "intersections" between their "sparks" like puppet-strings which would, in 
turn, connect through the 4th dimension to our 3-dimensional central-nervous 
systems, causing the formation of the 7 "chakras" of the morphogenetic aura 
patterning out the formation of our cellular development.

So, if the 7 chakra nerve centres of the biological nervous-systems of our human 
species result from 7 pre-determined energy-aura intersections in an EM-field 
lattice-pattern, alike sparks rising and descending between the twin poles of a 



"Jacob's ladder," and this twisted spiral simply the collapsing core of our toroidal EM-
aura, or "soul," the question remains HOW do these conceptualised entities 
communicate directly only mentally.

Here enters the concept that each of our surrounding toroidal auras reflects on its 
exterior a distorted image of the nearby other energy-patterns in our surrounding 
environment, incl. the elements, plants, animals and other people. The exterior 
reflection of the egos of other people surrounding us, as with oil on the surface of 
water, and the interior perception of our "egg-shell" soul / aura, as karmic units for 
us to apply choices to, are usually very different, and this causes the surface of our 
"egg-shell"-like soul / aura to remain opaque and vague. When we see through all 
our choices from a point of view outside our situation, alike from the perspective of a 
stranger, we clear our auras and they become more invisible and transparent.

Now, just as the distortions to perfect reflections of other people's scalar overlapping 
of personal EM-fields (souls, what have you) occur on the exterior surface of our 
aura, so too are there a fixed number of karmic "pixel"-like units comprising the 
interior surface of our surrounding aura (the immortal soul, etc.). These correlate to 
one another such that our choices distort how others see themselves reflected in our 
auras, and how others react to us effectively constricts our number of self-
benefiting karmic-choices.

Just as the 7 chakras of our nervous systems arise due to the interior interactions of 
our personal EM-energy field or aura, so too is the surrounding aura soft and porous, 
co-created by one's self and others, but it can also serve to act as a permeable 
membrane for similar "sparks" or cross-carried, inter-personally transmitted 
karmic-units of choice in the form of thoughts. The inner, "morphogenetic" field 
and the surrounding aura are electro-magnetic. Thoughts, ideas and emotions can 
permeate this field by travelling on a medium faster and smaller than the substance 
of the EM-field of overlapping auras, ie. tachyons.

The 7 chakras along the spine and brain-stem are often likened to stages of 
development from invertabrates toward sentience. This analogy is inaccurate, 
misleading and wrong. Likewise, the aura or soul is seen as being the medium by 
which telepathic communion can occur between minds; this too is false mis-
information. In humans all 7 chakras are equally active and equally important at all 
times (albeit most function at only 10% of full capacity for neural activity provided 
by the amount of cellular-circuits in the CNS), so it is false to see them as a progress 
from a more primitive to more socialised form. Likewise, it is not EM-sparks that jump 
between people's surrounding EM-fields that allow one person's mind to read 
another's, or for two people to "think-talk" back and forth (to "sing a song in 
silence," to paraphrase Trismegestus-Mazda to Asclepius-Zoroaster). The medium of 
tachyons occuring inside the nervous system precede and cause the chemical-
cascades that occur simultaneous to the brain having a "thought." Likewise, tachyons 
can travel outside one's own nervous-system just as easily (and faster than photo-
electric light) and enter into another person's mind. This is the medium by which 
telepathy can occur.

Now, the method of HOW to broadcast one's own thoughts into another person's 
brains, of HOW to remain open to their reactions and to intuitively dedcue their 
inner-most (even secret) motives, is based on understanding how to, using the mind's 
5-d "invisible hands," form small patterns or lattice-shapes comprised of tachyonic 
energy, and by projecting them onto others using the "creative visualisation" of the 
"mind's eye," how to move these small thought-forms about in space (and, as we shall 



discuss next, also time). To accomplish this requires no practise, but to control it and 
use it to one's own intended ends, or to any benefit, does require practise. Think of 
each thought you wish to project into another person's mind as a small, snow-flake 
like lattice shape, a pattern of invisible energy, and then, naturally and simply, 
apply this visual symbol into another person's skull and brains. Then they will think 
that thought. You can manipulate people this way; it can also be used in two-way 
telepathic (mind-to-mind only) communion.

To deal with the concept of our aura's gradual expansion and dissolution over cosmic-
scales of time, it is best to examine how each of these "thought-forms" we project 
outward from us serves as a form of "intellectual offspring" that divides and parts 
from, to wander out and away from, but to remain connected to, our original auric 
field, inhabited by our free-spirits or ego-minds. As more and more such "thought-
form" karmic-choice "pixel"-particles evaporate entropically away from our core 
biological body, our soul expands and, by this process, will eventually dissolve into 
one-ness with the eternal omni-versal spirit-mind (sentient or not).

To deal with the concept of how each of our own original "thought-forms" gradually 
evolves its own self-sentience over cosmic-time scales, we are beginning to deal with 
how the omni-mind of the pure tachyonic nulliverse gradually becomes more self-
sentient from the inside-out (using the inter-galactic filaments like our own 
biological neuron-cells). Now, in dealing with how to remain in contact with distant 
once-close karmic-energy particles and long-ago projected tachyonic "thought-
forms," one begins to deal across vast distances of space and cosmic-scales of time, on 
the material levels of the immortal-universal soul. This means time-travel, the 
division of the central time-line's self from their prior temporally-locked world-line, 
and the entire (complex) T4 paradigm of "killing off all other selves in parallel 
dimensional alternate realities."

In the normal conditions, without dealing on the cosmic-duration scales that imply 
time-travel, the soul experiences these "other selves" as the reflections of other 
individual auras on the exterior surface of their own aura, and we experience their 
influencing of our aura's interior as the limiting of our (beneficial) karmic choice-
units. However, insofar as there is only ONE GOD, likewise, there is only ONE MIND, 
inhabiting all bodies throughout all time simultaneously, animating their biological 
cellular evolution as well as their energy-field patterns. As this one-mind comes 
closer to realising it exists behind and within the minds of all other people, animals, 
plants, elements, etc. of our universe, our multiverse, our nulliverse, etc. then the 
omni-mind awakens to fully-conscious self-sentience. The result of the T4 paradigm 
(destroying the "thought-forms" that arise at the intersections between our personal 
auras, ie. killing all of our own shadow-selves in all the surrounding possible 
directions for choice-unit divisions into other possible world-lines) is synonimous 
with clearing the aura's EM-field and elevating one's mental-energy level of 
awareness to the furthest reaches of tachyons beyond the nulliverse. When there are 
NO "thought-forms" or "energy-doubles" existing to transport our individual mind's 
ego-will onto the brains of other beings, there is nothing restraining one's mind 
from expanding to re-dissolve into one-ness with the omni-mind of the One True 
"Most High" God.

Using materials from::!http://www.benpadiah.com/MISC_diagrams/pages/ESP.html



10 Shining Spark Sefirot

Here we see the ONLY 11 possible recombinations of the dipolar flow of 
communication between two individuals. Above are the 3 supernals, divided from 
below by "Daath" (the "non" sefirot signifying the negation of any form of 
communication. Below are the 7 stages of a cycle equivalent in attributes to the 7 
"chakras," etc. All in all, what we seem to be looking at here is ha QBLHistical "tree of 
life," the supposed "tree of immortality" before the fall, which was since then 
replaced by the "tree of knowlegde." "Daath" means "Gnosis," both mean 
"Knowledge." Thus, the 11th "non" sefirot is the "fruit" of "knowledge" on the "tree of 
knowledge" that is now (since the fall) called instead the "tree of life" diagram. Not 
only does this list of the ONLY 11 possible recombinations of the dipolar flow of 
communication between two individuals correspond to the 10 luminous emanations 
and Daath, it begins to show us the model of the "morphogenetic field" combining the 
"5-d invisible hand" (of God) with the 7 chakras of the human spine. Next we will 
look at this full model in closer detail and offer a thorough description.



:: ha QBLH ::



The "lattice-pattern" tachyon "thought-form" that comprises the "morphogenetic 
field" template in our toroid aura. This shape symbolises the combinations of the 
original trees of life and of knowledge that grew in Eden. The original version of the 
tree of life was a dual-tetrahedron, called a "stelloctahedron" when co-joined, and the 
original version of the tree of knowledge was a dual-cube, called a "tesseract" or 
hypercube. Nowadays, the original version of the tree of knowledge is called the 
"tree of life" diagram of ha QBLH. Ha QBLH is the lattice-work chrysallis formed of 
tachyons surrounding us, co-joined to the toroid soul. The soul is to the spirit (that is 
to say, the aura is to the mind) a vessel; so too is ha QBLH for time. The mind is time 
seen flattened out like a map. Time is the mind seen from the side along an extended 
edge of this plane surface. The mind is a map of spacetime (that is, the cosmos' entire 
historical shape over all time would be a perfect torus). The tesseract (a 4-d cube) 
measures the hyper-dimensional metaform comprised of superluminal tachyons that 
supercedes our local cosmos as the measure (E=Mc^2) for the conversion of matter to 
energy (at photon vacuum velocity squared). The stelloctahedron or hyper-
tetrahedron is simply one step on the same series of scales unfolding along a cycle of 
expansion that includes exponentials of all 5 regular rhombic solids. If the "sum over 
histories" of the "multiverse" (the ideal toroid of all universal particle motion over 
all time) is considered a macrocsmic holo-gnomonic metaform that breaks apart into 
the infinite number of potential unique individual aura-patterns or souls, then the 
"tau-sub-tau" tesseract that charts the locations in a cyclical sequence of the 
nulliverse, big bang, critical mass, our modern local universe surrounded by a layer 
of "baby universe" parallel dimensions comprising the expanding multiverse, 
followed by the evaporation of this back into the nulliverse comprised of un-
collapsed clear tachyon light. This cylcical sequence forms a torus, ie. the omni-mind 
of our cosmic "God" consciousness. The "tau-sub-tau" tesseract surrounds this as a 
measure of the emanation outward of tachyons beyond the omni-versal singularity 
we're in now, into limitless gloaming ("bright gloom") beyond. Just as the "tau-sub-
tau" tesseract is to the entire multiversal torus, so too each of us is surrounded by a 
metaform of tachyons measuring our own soul's karma. The torus is the compass 
(cap) and the tesseract the square (corner). Time is the shadow-self attached behind 
the shining Mind.

What we see in the above diagram is a simple arrangment of 32 legs and 17 
intersection-circles (the so-called "sefirot" emanation points) totalling 49 attributes, 
which, all combined, are classed as a 50th attribute, the whole lattice form itself. 
There are 72 labels of traits on these becasue 50 + 22 = 72, but also, because 72 - 8 = 64, 
it also breaks down into the Chinese I Ching hexagrams. The traits on this diagram 
are only hints at the roots of written language.



Tau-sub-Tau

So, if we can say that when we look at the modern "tree of life" diagram of ha QBLH, 
which was originally the form of the "tree of knowledge in Eden," that it is a 4-d cube 
seen at "antipode," as opposed to "co-joined" (sometimes called "nested" as with the 
stelloctahedron of two tetrahedra) or at 45° (as in a tesseract), then we can compare 
the prior diagram (of the conjoined trees of Eden, the hypercube and 
hypertetrahedron) to a measure of length of which the "tau-sub-tau" diagram would 
then constitute a measure at an angle to that. Thus, we can see ha QBLH as a height 
that then, looking down on from above, we see as the depths of "tau-sub-tau." Tau-
sub-tau is a more simpl labeld, "Venn" form of diagram. The highest transfinite (n), 
transcendental (aleph) and imaginary (omega) number-sets comprise parts of the 
torus inside the "tau-sub-tau" tesseract, symbolising Goedel's Proof / "operant 
observer principle."



Just so, if we consider ha QBLH's combined trees of Eden model as being anything 
comparable to its 10 "sefirot" being alike "5-dimensional fingers" comprised of a 
tachyonic metaform surrounding and programming a toroidal aura energizing all 
living beings (the human kind of which is shown by the 7 "chakra" symbols on the 
central pillar of the combined trees diagram above), then we would consider the 
"tau-sub-tau" tesseract equivalent to the 3 supernal sefirot beyond "Daath" above 
these other 7 in the modern "tree of life." Thus, the "tau-sub-tau" tesseract is 
equivalent, again, to this model of non-verbal or telepathic modes of communion 
between minds.

Just as the torus is the compass and the tesseract the square, so too is "E=Mc^2" a 
measure for the conversion of matter to energy at a speed beyond the speed of light 
in a vacuum, which is called simply "c" by itself. Thus, the tau-sub-tau tesseract can 
be seen as an invisible, intangible, tachyonic measuring mechanism built within 
and onto the the omni-versal singularity's cyclical torus form. Just as the tachyonic 
light itself (within which, like a prismatic rainbow effect in a mist of water 
droplettes, we see the "tau-sub-tau" tesseract) actually emanates outward from the 
exterior surface of the omni-versal singularity's cyclical torus form, we use the "tau-
sub-tau" tesseract form to measure the distances beyond the exterior surface the 
tachyonic light continues to emanate. These are called "Ayin Soph Aur," for "bright 
limitless nothingness," "Ayin Soph," for "limitless nothingness," and "Ayin" for 
"nothingness," as one measures outward from the exterior of our omni-versal 
singularity's toroidal form toward the tesseract surface labeled "tau-sub-tau" which 
is, technically, only a geometric graphical depiction of Einstein's "special relativity" 
formula (E=Mc^2), however expanded far beyond that speed-limit while still applying 
the exact same premise (by extension of exponential holognomonic expansion rates).

Now, just as the layers of "Ayin," "Ayin Soph," and "Ayin Soph Aur" measure the 
tachyonic halo extending beyond the exterior surface of our omni-versal, toroidal 
cyclcial form, so too can we think of the 3 supernal "sefirot sparks" of tachyonic 
"thought-forms" beyond Daath above the 7 chakra as simply the interior, the width, 
and the exterior surface of the membranous extension of our mind into the cosmos 
around us, ie. our auric soul. Ayin Soph Aur is the inside surface of our aura, Ayin 
Soph is the measure of the membrane's width, and Ayin is the realm beyond the 
exterior of our aura.



the “Atlantean Alphabet”

the Atlantean Alphabet was a simple set of 5 symbols that comprised all that was 
known by our pre-deluvial ancestors the entire world over, but this "universal" 
language (based on silent telepathic communications) was lost soon after the flood, 
according to the religious myths, at the time of the "confusion of the tongues." Did 
these ideograms originally appear within the imaginations of our most ancient 
predecessors because of modernday ESP testing using these symbols? Could the tests 
have sunk deep enough into our modern component particles to reverse-influence 
our ancient ancestors into higher self-awareness? Such speculation is worth 
dwelling on.

CIRCUMPUNCT (OHM)

The "dot within a circle." The circle is black on white, the "dot" inside the circle is 
white on white. Thus, the circle is omnipresent, but the "dot" is occult. The "dot" is the 
singularity or the ajna, the mind's eye. The "circle" then reflects the boundary of 
space, an infinite loop with an omnipresent origin. In this way, the "dot" is the line 
seen head-on, while the "circle" is the single line in extension from the origin.

The circle is the first human ideaogram. Variations include concentric rings 
(representing the moon phases and planetary orbits), spirals (representing comets 
and galaxies) and labyrinthe motifs (representing complex civilisation), when 
combined with the variegation of the cross. The circle represents ONE, while the "dot" 
represents ZERO. ONE was known to all who were educated to this ideaogram, however 
the concept of NONE was reserved for only the medicine men and the chiefs to grasp. 
This remains an essential staggering in the natural curve of our average evolution 
as a species to this day.

The "cosmic monad" or "circumpunct" was reflected early on in religious imagery in 
literature as the "smoking plant," the "bush that burned but was not consumed," 
which represented the "tree of life," or the herb that had given us sentience. Thus, 
the most important meaning of the "cosmonad" is the pupil lens of the EYE.



PLUS CROSS (THULE)

The "flyflot swastika" was the first symbol of the stem below the flower. It shows the 
mathematical process of addition even now, and forms the letter "t" at the start of the 
word "Two." The Plus Cross is a more direct design hinting at the origin point of the 
plane-space than even the plain circle, marking it (at an oblique "X") as the "cross-
roads." The cross represents the knowledge of solar precession, with the sun at the 
centre of local space, and the galaxy at the core of the local universe.

The circle with a cross inside it is a symbol of Earth, and is often called "Malkuth," the 
Hebrew word for "kingdom." The circle on its own, particularly the "circumpunct" is 
a symbol of the sun, and when the sun is at the centre of the cross, it is a symbol of 
solar precession, which can only be measured over periods of thousands of years, 
thus necessitating high science and high civilisations to preserve it. When the cross 
is depicted alone it is symbol of the galaxy, particularly when in the standard spiral 
of a "yin yang," a "triskele," or a "swastika." In this event, whether the "arms" and 
"legs" of the flyfot reflect either a clockwise or counter-clockwise rotation, which in 
turn indicates the hemisphere of the planet the galaxy is being viewed from. From 
above, the Milky Way galaxy follows a clockwise spiral. From the southern 
hemisphere, it will appear to be a counter-clockwise spiral.

THREE SQUIGGLES (CHI)

The "three rivers" reflect the level of human development at which the flood 
occured. We are told by the high levels of civilisation that flourished following the 
flood of Mesopatamia in 6000 bc that the "Gods" (the chiefs and shamans) had a much 
greater level of knowledge than the ordinary people at the time of the flood. 
According to different stories of the flood, this knowledge was lost when the Gods died 
in the flood, the Gods abandoned us and have left us their wisdom concealed in 
history, the Gods are still alive and present now, teaching their ancient wisdom from 
a safely disincarnate distance. The "three rivers" also represent the "fertile crescent" 
between the Indus and Nile river, with the twin rivers of the Tigris and Euphrates in 
the middle between them. We are told by ancient artefacts from the last cave-people 
era prior to the earliest super-civilisations that the pregnant Moon Goddess reigned 
as the predominant religious icon, and that the "waters" of the flood were also 
understood to represent her menstrual blood, drawn like a psychic tide on the moon's 
gravitic net, and that only when this cycle stopped was a child to be expected to 
follow.



The three squiggles also represent mathematical subtraction. Not only by erosion in 
the form of the waves they represent symbolically, but also in the image itself, 
which measures not only three waves, but also three peak-to-trough wavelengths on 
each as well. Thus, the flood is a symbol of the trinity, of the twin-bars of the cross 
reunited with the circle in a three-in-one / one-in-three symbol, yet concealing and 
only partially revealing the hidden and occluded secret of the central point of the 
circle representing zero. The "squiggles" thus symbolise the "emanation" or "star-
fire" of three "mothers." The three squiggles also reflect the three pillars of 
democratic government (representative, judicial and executive),

SQUARE (TAO)

The "square" in 2D, "cube" in 3D and "tesseract" or "hyper-cube" in 4-d are all 
symbols of time, the "squaring" or "exponential doubling" of the diameter of the 
plane-circle. It is said that Aphrodite (Venus) sprang from the head of Zeus (Jupiter), 
and this can be seen to reflect the manner of the exponential expansion of the dot to 
the line to the square-plane to the cube to the tesseract, etc. This reflects a "higher 
dimension" of measurement to start with than the circle, because the dot, the circle, 
the sphere and torus measure the line seen from head-on, as a singularity, origin-
point, or dot, while the square's closest 1D component is the line seen from the side, 
as a length. The duality of point and line is therefore reconciled in the 3 squiggle 
symbol between the cross + circle motif and the square symbol of exponents. The 
waves are simultaneously particles (circles) and waves (lines).

The square therefore acts as the corner-stone measurement of society, measuring the 
perfect right angle, occuring nowhere in nature, reflecting humanity's ability to 
impose our ideals on nature. The square thus represents the symbol of man as perfect 
measure as it is written in the religious history myths, "we are made and created in 
the image and likeness of the one who made and created us." The box is also the 
antithetical symbol of the cross, such that when a cube unfolds and is flattened onto a 
plane, it becomes a "calvary" cross (of 6 squares, the sqastika usually has 12, the 
"Tau" cross has 10, etc.). Because the square extends into the cube over space, and into 
the tesseract over time, another symbol for the box is the "X" or sideways cross, 
connecting the corners, rather than the mid-points. The "X" and the "t" shaped 
crosses overlap to form the 8-fold Middle Way of Buddha Dharma, between the 4 Noble 
Truths toward transcendence from reincarnation. This "wheel of the lokas" with 8 
spokes is a common symbol of Buddhism. It is a combination of the square and circle 
symbols.



PENTAGRAM STAR (VRIL)

Just as the square symbolises exponential, rather than the spherical collapse or 
right-angle radiative expansion of arithmetic, patterns, it is indicative of 
multiplication, or the addition of additions. The Pentagram Star then represents 
division, or the subtraction of subtractions. Its variegating interior angles and 
outward stellations counter-balance ten lines of the star with the ten points between 
these lines, to form an ideaogram that reflects the utmost height of mental evolution 
and civil sciences imagined by the original ancient people codifying this alphabet. It 
represented the five fingers on each hand, which is common to all animals as well, 
but especial to man as a symbol for our supremacy over nature allowed by the human 
thumb.

The fifth logo was the highest form of pre-deluvial theoretical science, but has been 
studied in secret since the time of Pythagoras. Thus, the ancients prior to Pythagoras 
all venerated the mysteries of the pentagram symbol. They noticed very early that 
2+3=5 and that 2/3rds is the "Golden ratio," which if plotted on a line, can be repeated 
in a fractal to form a perfect pentagram. This shape was observed also in the sidereal 
rotations of the planet Venus, such that in the time it takes earth to circle the sun 
once, Venus has circled it five times. This correlation was made to describe the 
Goddess Venus as the daughter of the Moon Goddess, however this aeon was not at that 
time beleived to have occured. Thus, Venus became associated with the crescent 
circle glyph, and both became associated with the lands of the fertile crescent.

* * *
the POD star



the meaning of the POD "Atlantean" star.

Violet: COSMOS:: the multiverse

In the beginning, there was that which is beyond that which is. And from that 
which is beyond came the holy one, blessed be he, the maker and shaper, the former 
of all that which is. The multiverse came into existence at the same moment as the 
universe. It has grown while the local universe has shrunk. The multiverse of a 
pleroma of baby universes, formed from the oldest particles in the local universe, is 
the light from the surface of the dark orb of the universe, and this appears against 
the inky black infnity of the parent universe beyond. Thus, the "colour" we associate 
with the Cosmos is purple, for black-light, the closest form of light to pitch darkness.

Green: SPIRIT:: tachyons

Now, when the holy one, blessed be he, began to form and craft that which is, he took 
forth a basic set of principles, the first of which was comprised of Light, the second, 
Love, the third, Life, and the fourth, Liberty. He laid these down with a quill of Pure 
Will, that "higher Light" above the universal principle of the "lower light," photons. 
These four principles enshrined the holy one, blessed be he, as the 4 corners of a 
square, and designed that which is as a circle with the same area. Thus, we say the 
first thing the holy one, blessed be he, established was MATH, as an Idea in his own 
mind, and second, GEOMETRY, as the Word of that Idea. He called the square time and 
the circle he called space.

Blue: WATER:: gravity

Once the holy one, blessed be he, created the circle of space, and observed the four 
corners of time, he was pleased. He set that which is into motion. He begat the big 
bang, and the singularity of the universe began being. He made the corners of time 
to move, and to change places in an order over time. He made the great universe to 
churn like water. The first force to appear was gravity as a motion opposite the 
direction of time. In this motion God lost sight of his clear reflection in creation, and 
so we call this the "separation" of the waters Above and Below. Above, there is the 
Lord God (AHDVNHAY). Below there are the multiverse and universe as time and 
space, alike a square and circle.

Yellow: AIR:: electromagnetism

The next force to appear in God's crystal globe as he made and shaped the entirety of 
that which we know now was lightning. Sparks began to form in the evaporating 
mists of the waters above. The multiverse began to be pulled apart around the edge of 
the universe like a shell around a yoke. An atomsphere of dew and condensation, like 
the sweat off God's brow, began to form above the trembling darkness of the waters 
of the deep. This mist began to thunder with bolts of static energy. These sparks 
formed the earliest stars.

Orange: FIRE:: weak nuclear fission

The earliest stars were ignited when massive clouds of gas became electrically 
charged, forming plasma, which quickly compressed into dense spheres of flames. 
Thus was fission, the weak nuclear force, next to be born within the looking glass of 
the divine creator. As these sparks ignited, they were reflected in the eye of God, that 
all-encompassing bright-darkness of the parent-universe surrounding our own 



singularity. So we say that, like the tears of God, these far few sparks or "sols" were 
formed alike unto angels, forever singing the praises of their divine maker and 
modeler. However, these stars did not live forever. As the oldest ones burnt out, they 
puntured holes out of space into time, and began consuming the interior of the 
universe into the exterior multiverse surrounding us. So it is said that a portion of 
the heavens have fallen, which means that many stars stll visible to us now have 
already burnt out or been consumed into larger black holes.

Indigo: EARTH:: strong nuclear fusion

As the quantum foam came to a rolling boil around the outer-edges of the spherical 
universe, and the multiverse of time grew while the local universe diminished, God 
looked down and saw the universe, that it was Good, and was well pleased in His 
creation. The weight of his gaze penetrated to the depths of space and activated the 
fourth force to be formed, the strong nuclear force of fusion. This simple gesture by 
God united the planets together, and allowed the formation on earth of complex-
macro-molecules that would give rise to the earliest known forms of life here. Just as 
now matter, the fusion of atomic elements, governs the local universe, anti-matter, 
or dark-energy, fules the exterior multiverse.

Red: MAN: the local universe

The final miracle of God before resting was the creation of mankind as a micro-cosm 
of all these elements. He took the red-clay dirt of the EARTH, then mixed with it his 
own breath, the wind. Thus mankind was set above the stars, even the black-holes, 
for our role in the destiny of this universe is not fixed, as is their's. For inside the 
hearts of living beings is the spark of life, and this connects us each directly to God. 
So we see, in the final design, man is the measure, stretched across the Abyss, that 
connects all the five elements. The white square surrounding the red star of MAN 
represents his spirit, which is a reflection of time.

The entire POD "Atlantean" system is colour-coded according to the spectrum split 
from white light by a prism. The best acronym for this is "Roy G. Biv" meaning Red-
Orange-Yellow-Green-Blue-Indigo-Violet. To apply this to the entire preceding 
description, look at the picture of the pentagram-star within a pentagon surrounded 
by five petagram-stars. Follow the ROYGBIV pattern from one colour to the next. This 
yields the progression of related attributes of:

Red = MAN
Orange = FIRE
Yellow = AIR

Green = SPIRIT
Blue = WATER

Indigo = EARTH
Violet = COSMOS

also, although it is not implicitely labeled:
White = TIME

BLACK = OUTERVERSE

Now, the order of the elements as they are associated with the colours is different 
from the order of the colours in an ordinary, prism-split ray of light. Instead of the 
regular ROYGBIV, we find that the elements formed in the order:



OUTERVERSE = the "parent" universe's black hole containing the baby-
  universe we live in.

SPIRIT = superluminal tachyons, anti-matter or dark-energy
COSMOS = the singularity of our own universe, surrounded by the corners of 
the 4 elements and spirit as a multiverse
TIME = the motion of matter, causing entropic decay into energy
WATER = gravity (gravitons = the supraluminal "Higgs Boson")
AIR = electromagnetism (electrons)
FIRE = weak nuclear fission (stars, protons)
EARTH = strong nuclear fusion (planets, atoms)
MAN = mankind's evolution into increasing sentience from basic cells.

the pattern formed for the colours by relating them in this way to the formation of 
the elements following the creation of our universe (the "big bang") is thus no 
longer ROYGBIV, the exact split by a prism of a beam of white photons. Instead it 
follows:

OUTERVERSE = black
SPIRIT = green
TIME = white

COSMOS = violet
WATER = blue
AIR = yellow

FIRE = orange
EARTH = indigo

MAN = red

Thus yielding the pattern: GVBYOIR (as opposed to ROYGBIV). This pattern (GVBYOIR) 
is colour-coded according to the spectrum, however is represented on the above "POD 
star" depiction as a different pattern of connections from one colour to the next. 
However, also notice that the pattern from one shape to the next in the above 
diagram following the ROYGBIV colour-coded pattern yields a spin around the colours 
of the shapes in a counter-clockwise motion (beginnig rightward from the lower 
right), and that the pattern of elemental formation attributed to them follows a 
motion associating the colours of the same shapes in a counterclockwise spiral, 
beginning from the upper-left and proceeding downward. Follow the red star to the 
orange star, then around counter-clockwise: ROYGBIV. Then start with the green star 
down to the red star, then to the left and around clockwise: GVBIOYR. The 
significance of this is in the rotational direction of the colour-coded pattern: the 
word-colours correspond to the triangle-colours in a counter-clockwise progression.

A squared circle constructed using the ratios of earth and moon.



Imagine looking down at a sun-dial. As the sun changes position in the sky above the 
stationary gnomon, the shadows will revolved around clockwise if one is standing 
facing north (in the N. Hemisphere, or alternately south in the southern 
hemisphere).

Now imagine lying down beneath the sun-dial, so that your head is directed north (or 
toward the closest pole), but you are looking upward towards the sky. Now the sun 
will rise on your left, and will set on your right, just opposite a moment ago, when 
you were standing facing north. Just so, from this position the measure of the 
shadows will appear to rotate counter-clockwise.

Looking toward the pole demonstrates our planets' rotation "clockwise" around its 
axis (moving from west to east, thus appearing as a "clockwise" circle from above 
either pole. However, if we orient our own point of view toward the tropical equator 
of our planetary sphere, time itself will appear to revolve in reverse.

Here is a squared circle of my own. Think of the outer-square as time, the interior-
most square as spirit, and the area of the square between them is the multiverse, the 

same area as the circle, the cosmos.

Because we have the direction of rotation followed by both the prism-split spectrum 
and the formation of the elements, we can orient our model of the POD star to its place 
on a larger spherical coordinate geometry, ie. our own globe. The four cardinal 
directions operate counter-clockwise to one another, so if we began in the east at 
dawn, and moved (south in the north, or north in the south hemisphere) counter-
clockwise, we would be facing away from the nearer pole, and toward the equator. 
This model is meant to be viewed on the interior of a ceiling, looking upward. Thus 
the green star on top of the POD star model would be facing toward the nearest pole if 
graphed onto a globe.



:: MANIFESTO SECTION 1.3 ::

:: ATLANTEAN DEMOCRACY ::

A day in the life of an Atlantean citizen

HOUSING

When any member of the Order of Death awakens from their need for further rest 
and slumber, the world is improved and enlightened. They begin their waking lives 
by sitting up from a gloomy shroud of darkness inside an enclosed structure. This is 
their bedroom in their home. In the homes in the New Jersualem, that is, the 
ascended city of Enoch in heaven, the minds of those whose bodies remained in sleep 
below arise into a realm of eternal clear bright light in the realms above and beyond 
all material reality. The walls of their homes are transluscent stained glass, and their 
homes are all combinations of the same basic tesselated solids, leaving room between 
their modular hives for hallways, chutes and ladders. These modular condominiums 
provide tensegrity for the structural integrity of large buildings to grow similarly to 
how the hexagaonal cells of a quartz crystal propagate. Instead of stacking cubes on 
top of cubes and building upward, a single room with a certain number of sides or 
walls can metastasize into a building with an equal or derived number of wings, 
floors, rooms, etc. alike a common "snow-flake" style of fractal. Because fractals 
propagate around the outer-edges of strange-attractors, there are large open spaces 
within and between the manifold of surrounding houses. Much like a "menger 
sponge" the complete structure posesses nearly zero solid volume but covers a 
maximum amount of area using empty space. Each room's shape corresponds to a 
pattern of tesselations dtermined by the number of sides of the floor, and on the total 
number of walls. Many individual houses are based on the truncated octahedron's 
unfolded tiling pattern as their blueprint. Others are semi- or demi-regular 
tessellation patterns, combining multiple shapes and solid forms. The basic building 
blocks are the 3 prime polyhedra (the triangle, square and pentagon) that combine 
to comprise the 5 "Platonic" solids themselves on which the Atlantean Society is 
founded and based. Atlantean architecture embraces an expanding fractal pattern 
elaborating outward from a simple core into an infinitely bifurcating complexity 
asymptote. Because the purpose is to maximize space and depth by opening the walls 
up to create a tensegrity for the building's structural integrity, the walls themselves 
are a crystalline, glass-like substance that can vary its degree of opacity. Along the 
edges between the walls, ceilings and floors run fiber-optics that can illuminate 
these glass-like walls any colour.
!

FOOD

Because the city of New Jerusalem is in Paradise, we may base our ideas upon it, yet 
may never fully achieve it's ideals down here on the terrestrial planes below. Thus, 
we know only of the foods of Eden that they resemble enourmous gems, emeralds, 
rubies, diamonds, jewels, etc.; that their flavour is that of intoxicating perfumes and 
that their substance is meant to feed our knowledge, our mental awareness, our 
brains themselves. Some have called the food eaten in and outside of Eden in Enoch, 
the so-called New Jerusalem of resurrected pre-deluvial Atlantis: Amrtia, Zro, the 
Shem-Manna, soma, lotus, muscari, ayuascha or marijuanna oil. All the natural 
substances and all their chemical compounds are food for the minds of those willing 
to utilise them. There is no single right method of eating or maintaining health that 
is universally applicable to all and everyone. Some have hypothesised of the 
aesthetic ideals of Atlantis that they were not "art for art's sake" but were harnessed 
into the employment of the state; this much is as true for their food as well - that it 
was not meant to feed the body, but to feed the mind. Like art that is "eye-catching" 



the mind's eye is like a mouth that eats, that ingests and consumes stimuli both real 
and imaginary. We are each attracted to eat, dress, speak, think and act as unique 
individuals, no two of us with exactly identical tastes in style. We say, thus, of the food 
in Atlantis, or paradise, that it is widely enough variant to provide unending 
recombinations.
!

COMMUNICATION

The edges of the walls, ceilings and floors of all the buildings in Atlantis / Enoch / 
New Jerusalem are wired with fiber-optics that allow any wall of any room in any 
building to serve as a crystalline view-screen. The people who live in this city in 
Paradise now are the minds who outlived the bodies of those who died there when the 
flood destroyed it on the earthly plane. Thus, all communication between all these 
beings is telepathic because they are minds alone, and do not possess "bodies" as we 
think of them now, but rather auras instead, or malleable energy-fields they control 
and can re-shape at will. Such is the true, naked nature of the mind in Paradise, a 
state of innocent grace. Because all the people living in Atlantis are only mind-
beings without bodies of flesh, blood, bone, organs, etc., and because thus all their 
communication is telepathic, all communications also occur instantaneously. This is 
allowed by the nature of the monetary currency in Atlantis being ZPE, a form of 
faster-than-light energy field that can be pulsed to contain coded messages of 
information. Because this communication can occur before the event itself has been 
seen to have fully taken place, it allows a degree of precognizance and pre-
recognition of possible, likely future outcomes. Although there is instant 
communication between individual minds, there is not a single omni-sentient hive-
mind comprised of all the minds of all the Atlanteans combined. Instead, there is 
utter freedom for the mind to travel anywhere, to observe and discern any real thing 
and to learn and understand all things it can imagine or desire to study. Although 
thoughts can be beamed directly from one mind-being to another over any distance, 
each mind-being is its own uniquely self-aware consciousness.
!

EDUCATION

As it is promised in the Atlantean Constitutions, education of a newborn in the 
telepthic methods of the Order of Death may begin no sooner than 9 months 
following its conception, which we in the POD uphold to be the moment of the 
coming-into-being or creation of conscious, self-aware life. However, because the 
citizens of Atlantis are mind-beings only without any form of body, it follows thus 
there cannot be such a thing as "intellectual property right," because the off-spring 
of mind-beings are ideas. New ideas become more complex systems of mental patterns 
until they form a fully functioning self-aware mind of their own. Thus, "intellectual 
offspring" or ideas of any mind-being cannot be considered a "good" or "service" that 
can be commodified and owned. No more so is the child the slave of the parent than is 
any idea solely the product of its creator's own mind. The primary capstone of the 
Order's telepathic education methods is the philosophical goal of eradicating 
intellectual property rights on the grounds that all we can do is discover new truths 
within and about our reality that we all share. These truths, that are all we can hold 
in our own minds while we continue to be alive, were here before us, will be here 
after us, and are parts of the permanent "invisible" landscape; our own minds are 
merely like netting through which the universal mind's thoughts pass like clouds. 
There is no pride over ownership, only recognition for a new discovery. All citizens 
of Atlantis up to and including the Pope of the Lemurian Church-Bank are 
considered as like mere children beside God. Thus, all those who have entered 
paradise have come into it as like children, and so no one is exempt from learning 
more at any time. Even a newborn can teach and reveal much to even the oldest and 



most popular of Popes.
!

INFRASTRUCTURE

The immediacy of information availability, the telepathic link shared by all 
Atlanteans, also allows a mind-being there to travel instantly to any point at any 
time, including even to various alternate future time-lines as well. The entire net 
linking all minds in the past universes, the present universe, and the various 
potential future universes, is itself an isomoprhic knot that is self-connected and 
comprised of only one single long strand of figurative fibre, in this case a calabai-
yau diameter super-symmetric string - the same one connecting all the galactic 
black holes into the filaments resembling neurons in the universal brain. This 
single train-of-thought that inter-connects all particles across all time-lines to form 
a single omni-sentient mind-being is, itself, called the "Universal Enochian 
Communications System." It is this network that allows the existence and 
commodification into packets of "zero-point" energy (ZPE), and which allows the 
continued functioning of the economy in Atlantis based thereon. The "ECS" on all 
levels is the "information super-highway" of thoughts inside the mind of God; it is 
useful to those of us who dwell within this universe for faster than light 
communication and travel. It is this ECS which comprises the roads, bridges, tunnels, 
dams, power-plants, etc. of the "infrastructure" of Atlantis. So long as the universe 
can be composed as it is now, there will exist a place trans-finite minds can gather to 
utilise the ECS in this way. The combination of all these minds into a single culture is 
the city of Atlantis.
!

UTILITIES

Because the universe itself acts as a power-plant generating ZPE, and because the 
living mind is capable of serving as the conduit which can package and confine 
varying quantities of ZPE, and because ZPE allows the creation of worm-holes 
mentally, and thus of mental manifestation of matter from nothingness, the ECS 
provides limitless free access to universal ZPE which may be tapped into at any time 
in any location by anyone telepathic. This allows one to construct any impliment - 
toy, tool or weapon - any form of structure - for housing or transportation, and any 
form of reality one wants to, to go anywhere in this universe or beyond, to do 
anything they can imagine to desire. Because the source of ZPE is entropy, and 
because entropy is caused by the passage of time decaying matter into energy, ZPE is 
limitless and free. However this does not make the regulation of its use impossible. 
Records in a central location can be collected from various satellite node locations 
about who uses ZPE where, when, why, how, etc. the same as one can form a core 
ideal by collecting information about it toward a central point from surrounding 
sources. The monitoring of ZPE use, by whom and why, etc. is a parallel issue besides 
ZPE being limitless "free energy." Even though no one may be prevented from using 
ZPE in such a system, all uses of it would be recorded and could be used as evidence of 
criminal activity held against one by a jury of 13. Such is the "economy" and 
"utilities industry" of Atlantis one and the same substance, ZPE, controlled by PSI.
!

TRANSPORTATION

The soul or aura is its own vimana or vril-energy merkabah. Once one has awakened 
to their true potential for telepathy and become a member of the Order of Death with 
rights as a citizen of Atlantis, one becomes aware of many facts previously invisible 
to them, and learns many hidden truths. When one is day-dreaming, and one's mind 
wanders toward the stars, or when one is half-asleep and staring into space, one is 
liberating one's mind to travel to any location in the universe at any place in space 



or time. This is accomplished easily enough, however following this initial intuition 
with deduction, we can narrow down the unlikely to arrive at only the most probable 
conditions for reality in our target location. By studying this method, we can 
strenghten our bonds to realities unknown to many, but accessable to all. The mind 
can disappear from one place and reappear in another instantaneously. The mind, 
itself, is the vessel inside which the mind's eye travels. When we change the focus of 
our mind's eye, we change the content and context of what is on our own minds. We 
change the surrounding reality around ourselves using perception. Likewise is the 
reality surrounding ourselves ever changing when we are being moved along inside 
a vehicle. The mind can be like a loose-knit netting through which ZPE passes like 
clouds, but it can also be like a firm sail caught and pushed ahead by the same motion 
of wind in the air. The tension of one's concentration is determined by one's focus.
!

PROFESSIONS

Because all mind-beings alive in Atlantis, as well as all others in the Order besides 
those who have entered or live in paradise, are all equally infinite in their potential 
capacity for telepathic education and learning all there is to know, no one can be 
said to be "smarter" or "more psychic" than anyone else in Atlantis. Everyone knows 
best what they must in order to be able to survive best through any given situation. 
All other knowledge is secondary. Having become well-read is irrelevant in a culture 
based on all knowledge being shared by all individuals equally. The study of Moby 
Dick or the Bible will not advance you in importance in the ranks of Atlantean 
society. Because the ability to manifest matter using mind alone is the cornerstone of 
the Lemurian church-bank's currency of economy, the method of progressing in 
importance in such a society is by acquiring the rights to more and more ZPE in 
order to construct, on the largest scale possible, the best forms of manifestation to 
serve the greatest number of living beings. Thus, the only way to fail in such a 
society is to "opt out" and choose to not manifest anything positive or beneficial to 
one's self or others; or worse, to intentionally generate self-destructive matter. 
Because ZPE is not self-regulating for applying morality to its use, so it falls to others 
to regulate when a crime has been commited. Because we are all free in heaven to do 
anything we wish, crimes are allowed to be commited, because they can only be 
punished afterwards. Thus, there are those whose job is to do "good" for such a 
premised society, and those pitted to do "evil" against it.
!

VOTING

Another activity that can take place on a daily basis in the life of any Atlantean 
citizen involves participation in psychic government, so-called "Atlantean 
Democracy." There are constantly elections being held among groups in various 
areas that non-psychics remains unaware of but that are invisibly veiled to telepaths 
who can see through lies and across vast distances. Such "elections" are simply 
democratic group choices resulting from various "campaign platforms" presented by 
differing points of view on any issue under debate or that is a topic of even casual 
discussion. For example, consider that, for a non-psychic, it would be impossible for a 
man in an office building in New York city to know the private details of a discussion 
in a closed meeting in an opposing company's office building in Hong Kong. 
Whether their motive is for good or bad use of such information, telepathy allows 
both the group meeting in Japan and the man in the US to know what each other 
know instantly, even in different time-zones. Because telepathy (PSI over ZPE) is a 
pre-requisite for membership in the Order of Death or citizenship in Atlantis, this 
much is taken for granted among those of us who are telepathic. The premise of 
"Atlantean Democracy" is for those who know best to be given the largest number of 
public votes by everyone involved, and to avoid ever having a single dictator, or a 



state run only by any small, secretive cabal. A dictator arises when only one person 
knows "best," and a cabal or conspiracy arises when a small, secretive group seeks to 
consolidate power among fewer and fewer hands. Once one is caught in a cabal, only 
the quest for your own dictatorship can follow. However, Atlantean Democracy allows 
a way to avoid this trap, and for the most number to prosper from doing so, by 
remaining open and honest at all times, and avoiding corruption and the temptations 
toward graft and bribery. When a man with vital news in New York can sway the 
vote of a secret group of businessmen in Japan instantly, without any prior 
knowledge of their group existing, then we can be secure in a working system of 
psychic government, where only those with the best insights determine the 
"campaign platforms" presented as options to solve the issue under discussion by any 
group, anywhere, even autonomously.
!

BANKING

Another daily business, besides participating in the descision-making processes of 
all groups to which your expertise could allow you entrance, is participating in the 
economy. Just as today, bank buildings offer the service of withdrawing and 
depositing money (presently we use "bills of credit" but the whole concept of money 
is "wampum": a symbol for value that has no intrinsic valuable qualities about itself) 
so too in Atltantis (where instead of paper cash, gold coins, or even oil commodities, 
they have substituted ZPE, the "5th element" force of tachyons), however in Atlantis 
when you deposit their currency, you are diminishing the free market total of an 
energy commodity, and when you withdraw from them you are increasing it. Thus, to 
limit universal entropy, lending rates can be leveraged to decrease withdrawls and 
the liquidity of their form of "capital." Likewise, to increase universal entropy, 
lending rates can be decreased to encourage stimulus spending, thus generating 
excess energy entering the continuum of currency. Banking is, however, only one 
of spending one's "money" (or in this case, the "esoteric" energy of time itself) in 
any free market economy. It is not even requisite one has an account with any bank 
in a free society. A society based on free energy should be nothing if not an advocate 
for individual liberties, rights and sovereignty. Ideally, the church-bank system of 
Lemuria would not even exist. The purpose of banks is to rob the free market of liquid 
capital.!However, in any system where spending is monitored, banks will exist as 
moral accountants.
!

STORES

Another method of exchanging currency (in this case ZPE) besides depositing it into 
savings in a bank-vault is to exchange it for a good or service from a merchant store. 
When one participates in the free (non-taxed and not on loan) exchange of finance, 
one is accomplishing the improvement of the liquid capital of the free market 
economy (in this case the energy level of the whole universe). When you use ZPE as 
currency, as financial "capital," or as wampum, a token-exchange system, etc. you 
are taking some of your own energy, and contributing it to someone else or a group 
of others, and in exchange they are giving you back an equal amount of energy, 
only in another form. Just as they can take your energy and expend it however they 
want following the exchange, so too would one only exchange their own energy for 
some form or function they needed that energy to be in they could not accomplish 
for themselves. This need for others, their expertise and input, is an innate trait of 
consciousness. It necessitates democracy, and in turn is necessitated by the nature of 
the mental micro-within-macrocosm. Just as the individual's mind works, creating a 
memory castle to compartmentalise and rationalise its various recollections and 
sensory stimulus data, so too does the universal mind operate, and we ourselves are 
the compartments in which God stores some knowledge here, others there. We not 



only know best what is needed most for our own survival, we also know those who 
can best help us in our course along the way. When we exchange information, 
energy, thoughts or ZPE with these others, we enliven the entire economic 
continuum of energy in the universe.
!

FASHIONS

Although discussed slightly before, the concept of clothing in heaven is not the same 
as the concept of clothing on earth as we think of it now. When a mind-being who 
has no body speaks of "clothing," they mean the body into which they inhabit 
themselves. Thus, in one season one sort of physical body might be in fashion, while 
in the next another. However the "seasons" of souls last much longer than those of 
we mere mortals who yet sleep. Thus, if we consider that here on our planet, empires 
rise and fall over the course of thousands of years, we can see how these arise, peak 
and deteriorate from within due to the seasonal changeing of their native climates 
over the aeons. Thus, a season for a soul whose mind dwells in Atlantis is three aeons, 
each of 2000 years. Thus, for our planet, due to its 23.5° angle of inclination and its 
tidally-locked moon, every 6000 years the season progresses through one of four 
weather patterns per hemisphere (obviously when it is winter in the south it is 
summer in the north and vice versa, etc.). Thus, we see that, even over the longest 
time-spans we mortals could imagine, fashions change with the seasonal weather. 
The flesh and clothing styles of we mortals who their minds inhabit may change 
thousands, even millions of times per one such season of these souls, but we are only 
their ideas, while theirs are the minds who invent our own thoughts.
!

LEISURE

Recreational activities in such a world, where ZPE is only regulated after the fact, 
where free will can reign in total control over whole large sections of our shared 
material universe, etc. largely revolve around more purely aesthetic (art for art's 
sake) pursuits of creativity such as satire and statisticis. Nature is seen as a place to 
experiment with the existing, to remix it from one place with alike kinds from 
somewhere else, and to see what yields the most pleasing result. Bonzai botany trims 
the asymptotically bifurcating branches of the infinite possible future realities in 
the so-called "garden of forking paths" such that the shape taken by each root, the 
trunk, every branch, stick, stem, twig and leaf is perfectly in harmonic accord with 
the plans of the one whose hand holds the pruning knife. Just so, the exertion of 
energy for its own sake is seen, among psychics, as resulting from the boredom of 
the sex-drive. When the sex-drive is redirected into mental pursuits, it ceases to be 
blocked in a lower, more physically-driven chakra centre. In general, because in 
such a society work, taxes, voting and banking would all be voluntary and could be 
opted out of entirely if one so chose, there is a greater quantity of leisure time than 
work-related or task-specific spending of time. In this sense, because being free 
means having excess free time, the mind-beings of Atlantis are more focused on 
inspiring creativity in themselves and others than in pursuing any particular sport 
or game. It is seen as far better to participate in political choices than to play lesser 
political games.
!

FAMILY

Because the role of slavery exists now, it can be argued that it does so only so long as 
it must do so, and that, though we may want to wish it away, we must work to phase its 
practise out in our modern day. The form of slavery practised now (in the 21st 
century ad) is psychic-slavery, mental-bondage, the crushing belief that you must 
obey even what seems like failure, doom and suicide only because no one else is 



proposing any better alternative ideas. This occurs when one person is a pyschic 
slave of another. One person is less intellectual, or less assertive with their charisma, 
etc. and so they become the submissive side of the equation, while the other is moreso 
in all the traits and qualities the former is less so in, and they form the dominant side 
of the equation. Thus, some psychics use their psyshic power to manipulate less 
assertive or intelligent fellow psychics that they are, themselves, in fact NOT actually 
psychic at all. By believing yourself less than you can be, let alone less than you 
really are, you are agreeing to a philosophy of self-defeat. All of us are equally gifted 
and able to use our minds to express ourselves. Not all of us are able or willing to 
admit that to themselves, and so some become subservient by nature, and fall prey to 
less morally scrupulous perpetrators of subliminal manipulation. We in the 
"Pythagorean" segment of the population of Atlantis, the so-called "Order of Death," 
believe the opposite of slavery is family's chief value. To instill rugged individualism 
and a sense of innate liberty are considered chief roles in the home-life of all 
Atlantean citizens.

What is “Atlantean Democracy”?

Atlantean Democracy is defined as an approachable and ammendable system of 
government based on ideal #-theory.

the Atlantean Constitutions (current and complete) can be read online here:
http://www.4shared.com/document/bTCEQWMc/Atlantis.html

Here is a brief run-through of the contents of these Constitutions:

Beginning on page 10, we introduce the three branches of the government in the 
"book of prayers," which contains the oaths to be taken by each branch before 
convening a meeting. The three branches of Atlantean Democracy are:

23 member Senate
13 member Jury

7 Chief Executives

On page 11, we find three clauses, corresponding to the three levels of initial 
psychic-initiation of the Atlantean Democratic school system.

On page 13, we find the Atlantean Citizens' "Bill of Rights," gauranteeing each 
individual sovereignty and direct Democracy. It also introduces the gaming system 
used to reflect the Atlantean government, which I'll return to here again in a 
moment.

Page 14 provides the State-side declaration of rights, rules, responsibilities, etc. This 
is also the first mention of the "church/bank" of Lemuria in these Constitutions. 
They are given as necessary to the State only to provide armaments to the Jurors to 
hunt down criminal suspects.

Pages 16 & 17 provide the "Constitution of the Pope," that is, the one of the seven 
chief executives that also acts as nominal head of the Lemurian "church/bank." The 
choice to create the office of Pope is optional, and it can also be disbanded at any 
time.



Pages 20 & 21 provide the "Constitution of the Executives" (ongoing), outlining the 
laws governing all free citizens living under Atlantean Democracy.

Pages 22 & 23 provide the "Constitution of the Congress" that establishes the ranks, 
titles and numbers of people necessary to operate the various levels and stages of 
Atlantean Democracy.

There are various diagrams throughout the text which I will explain as we go on.

Here are some videos including an explanation of the gaming form of "Atlantean 
Democracy," as well as showing the model of the dodecahedronal Senate building.

the Atlantean Senate (playlist):
http://www.youtube.com/view_play_list?p=552890EF87977BF0

"Atlantean Democracy" is an intellectual proprietary right under the "Pythagorean 
Order of Death" system I designed. For more information about the complete POD visit 
our ning site:

http://pythagoreanorderofdeath.ning.com/
where you can find a free copy of the POD's 2010 edition to download from rapidshare.

I can answer any questions generated by this document, these videos and this 
website. I am not here to encourage nor discourage any of you to join nor to shun the 
POD. This thread is meant as an open debate forum for the concept and feasibility of 
"Atlantean Democracy" as a possible alternative form of global government to the 
one-world-dictator of the NWO's "Protocols." Please feel free to ask me anything, to 
discuss these concepts openly and freely, and to propose alternative solutions to any 
problems you may see in them. I look forward to a fun debate.

PEACE.
- Jon

- source: http://www.abovetopsecret.com/forum/thread541375/pg1

NOTE BENE:

there are already two threads here on ATS discussing the Lemurian "church/bank" 
aspect of the POD system:

The Pythagorean Order of Death (remarks):
http://www.abovetopsecret.com/forum/thread537034/pg1
links to: Levite Crown Pope 10° of the POD:
http://www.4shared.com/document/9T-1CPmp/Lemuria.html

this is the most scariest illuminati document i ever read...
http://www.abovetopsecret.com/forum/thread468597/pg1
links to: Levite Crown Pope 10° of the POD:
http://www.4shared.com/document/9T-1CPmp/Lemuria.html

So, here in this thread I want to avoid the more purely economic and religious 
aspects of Atlantean Democracy, and try to look at only the state side aspect of it. The 
best way to do this is to briefly study the constitutions (linked in the OP).



In point of fact, the Lemurian Church/Bank "degrees" in the full POD system are 
actually lower in rank than the Atlantean Democratic state-side. As given from page 
23 of the Constitutions:

Shamen&Wizards::Lemuria::lunar:Ka

8°:: Priest:Binah
ADNY:AyinSophAur::church:3V°:2VI°:1VII°=6::7:23

minimum needed to comprise a "church" = 3 OES, 2 GD, 1 OTO = 6

9°::Cardinal:Chokmah
YHVH:AyinSoph::Monastery:5V°:3VI°:2VII°=10::13:23

minmum for a "monastery" = 5 OES, 3 GD, 2 OTO = 10

10°::Levite:Crown: Pope
EHEIEH:Ayin::Court:7V°:5VI°:3VII°:1X°=16::1:7

minimum "papal court" = 7 OES, 5 GD, 3 OTO = 15

Chiefs&Sages::Atlantis::solar::Akh

11°::Understanding:23
Senate: (3iia°*2)+(7iic°)+(13iib°)=23::salt=water/fire::"Limitless Light"

3 "public" with 2 votes each (Masons of first degree), 7 executives (third degree),!
13 congress (2nd degree)

12°::Wisdom:13
Judiciary: (1iic°)+(12lot22)=13::sulphur=fire/air::"Without End"

1 exec (min), all others drawn by lot from senate.

13°::Kether:7
Executives: (1iia°)+(2iib°)+(3iic°)+(1X°)=7::mercury=air/water::"No Thing"

1 Mason of the first degree, 2 second degree, 3 of the third degree and 1 pope

This explains, concisely, the members of each of the Lemurian "church/bank" and 
the Atlantean Democracy "degrees" of the POD system.



Introduction to "Atlantean Democracy" 101

Before we can look at the game, "Democracy," as it was played in old Atlantis, we must 
first acquiant ourselves with the board, player-pieces and dice. I will introduce some 
concepts for the rules as we go along also.

Senate, above-view

Let's begin with a look at the overall playing-table. Around the outside we see five 
"lodges," or sides of the playing-table. The topmost left is WATER, the top-most right is 
AIR, the lower right is FIRE, the lower-left is EARTH, and the green "lodge" is public, 
for up to three additional "non-players" (who have no pieces of their own, but can 
vote to control the other players' pieces).



Senate Floor

Here we can see that the senate floor has three round step-levels (called Senate, Jury 
and Chiefs, ascending). On the top-most of these concentric-ring step-circles are the 
three pillars (represented in the game as three gorups of dice): the pillar (3 dice), 
the column (2 dice) and the pedestal (1 die). These dice, once reached, can "spin" the 
different levels per-piece, either "clock" (for even number rolls) or "count" (for 
odds).

Each player begins with 5 pieces (Senators per Lodge), and each of these pieces has 
two additional extra-lives in case they die. The pieces begin off the board inside each 
"Lodge," and the player chooses which pieces to use and when.

Senate Floor
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EQ0sOv1gZNs

Here is a video of the Senator-pieces placed on the Senate-floor playing-board. The 
placement of the pieces in this arrangement is based on the standard strategic 
offensive-manouever in the start of the game. The players all surround their corner 
in a phallanx. This is called the "Enochian arrangement," because it somewhat 
resembles Enochian Chess.



set 1: Enochian Dice and Senators

In this picture we see the 5 "Senator-pieces" for the WATER Lodge arranged by 
ascending rank. At the bottom is the "Essene Zealot" (York Rite Bund); next up the 
"Knight Zion" (Scot Rite Bund); next the "Rosicrucian" (AMORC, SRIA); followed by 
the "Illuminati / Golden Dawn" Senator; and lastly the "OTO" Senate Chair. Behind 
them all is the Rosicrucian Lemurian Cardinal, triumphant above a "Logic Dice."



resource for Senator-pieces (cut and paste)

To make your own pieces for this game just download this picture and hit print.

Logic Dice

It's the same with this. This print maps onto a 1-inch (wooden) cube, which can be 
bought almost anywhere. This structure is the "Logic Dice," comprised of the 
elements:

HOW = red text on purple = MAN
WHEN = pink on yellow = EARTH
WHERE = blue on orange = FIRE

WHAT = purple on red = COSMOS
WHY = yellow on pink = AIR

WHO = orange on blue = WATER

Logic Dice
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aU8NZQagwS8



Here is a brief instructional video on the shape of the "Logic Dice" once done.

The method of using the Logic Dice is that each Lodge player has one, and on their 
turn can either "confront" (roll the pillar-dice if any are applicable to them), 
"retreat" (move a piece on the board), or "roll" (the Logic Dice). If the Logic Dice 
lands on another player's color-coded side, then the game skips to them and they take 
the next turn. This is called "Passing the Motion." The player who rolled the dice can 
"opt out" by a coin-flip, but if they lose, the Motion is Passed.

There is also a complex "voting" system involved that allows up to 3 non-players to 
participate in the game as well. Once a player has completed their move, whoever the 
next player in turn is can call the previous players' move to a vote. If the piece in 
question is on the lowest step, the vote includes all players (5pieces X 4players = 20) + 
3 non-players (with 2 votes each). If the piece is on the middle-step, only 13 votes are 
counted by pieces drawn by lot. If the piece is challenged on the top level, the result 
is determined by best 3 out of 5 coin toss.

Atlantean Democracy ®
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LqSLo8Iq18o

the Restoration of Atlantean Democracy (POD Mission Statement)

INTRO: why do all the senators wear masks?
PART 1: the coming global economy, society and government.
PART 1A: history of the globalist movement
PART 1A1: the POD "bund" order of 5 ranks
PART 1A2: the cycling out of the oldest order
PART 1A3: the cycling in of a new "world" order
PART 1B: the present gobalist agenda
PART 1B1: the Bilderberg / Bohemian "neo-Sethians"
PART 1B2: end of York (Christian) Essene order
PART 1B3: the fall of the "neo-Sethians" and rise of utopian Pythagoreanism
PART 1C: the future(s) of the "global" government
PART 1C1: the heaven-dimension of Pythagorean Atlantean Democracy
PART 1C1A: the changes from the present system to the Atlantean system
PART 1C2: the hell-dimension of neo-Sethian millennarian eschatology
PART 1C1A: the changes from the present system to the neo-Sethian system

INTRO: why do all the senators wear masks?

There are 3 "pillars" of Atlantean Law: 2 are represented by the twin "tablets of the 
Law," inscribed on the front with the numerical "commandments" and on the back 
with the proper "Kamea" sigils of the Atlantean kings. The 3rd is represented by the 
Senate "board" of 64 tyled squares, on which the Senate conducts all of its daily 
businesses.

The 23 Senators function like "playing pieces" on this "game board." The result is the 
original game of Senet, based partially on what has come down to us through the 
Golden Dawn under the name "Enochian Chess." The Atlantean game of "Democracy" 
was indeed much more complex than any game since, since they all originate with it, 
so it contained them all as well.

The 23 Senator "chess-pieces" comprise only 1 level of functionality operating on 



this 64-tyled "Senate-square." However for the rest of us living on their level, that is, 
the level of human beings, the mid-point between macrocosmic cyclical patterns 
(increasingly random by scale of scope) and microcosmic quantum foam (becoming 
increasingly cellular structured), the role of these 23 "Atlantean Senators" is 
argueably the most important.

The 23 Senators are all masked for the same reason Egyptian Masonry formed based 
on the system of five equal "lodges" in a recycling "bund" order, and to thus provide 
each Senator with two "alternates." In direct Democracy, murder is common, 
although not in either serial or mass format, as per crime or war. No, in Direct 
Democracy, based on an odd number system, when there can be no tied-votes, there is 
a very real threat of danger from personal-harm to the person who casts the tie-
breaking vote from any popular or powerful faction they vote down or against.

The 32 pieces of a Chess set are easily done off with during a game of chess, with little 
thought to the immorality of desensitization to murder this act indoctrinates. On the 
other hand the names of the 7 long-lived "pre-deluvial" rulers of Kish on the 
Babylonian King's List did not represent literal men, but the names of the founders 
of political party movements. In truth, every few days, on average, another Senator 
would be killed in Atlantis.

PART 1: the coming global economy, society and government.

The central theme of this essay will be the divergeance between the twin realities 
that currently remain over-lapping, and will until +2012YP. These time-lines will re-
converge again in or around +3000YP. The "heaven dimension" or better reality of 
these I will be refering to as "Atlantean Democracy" or the "restoration mission of 
the POD." The "hell dimension" or worse reality of these I will be refering to as the 
millennarian eschatological agenda of the "neo-Sethians."

PART 1A: history of the globalist movement

Although it is obvious the likelihood of a global government has increased in direct 
relation to the asymptote of human population growth over the last 100 years, the 
plan to establish global government has been the motivating goal of the 
"conspiracy" since prior to the Rothschild's esoteric empire of capital. In point of 
fact, the origins of the quest to restore ideal direct Democracy arose immediately 
from its shards as soon as Atlantean global government fell and shattered. In truth, 
even this event occured over a long duration, and between the height of rule by 
Enoch from Agade, in Antarctica called Nibiru, and the final fall of the last widest 
dispersion of Lemurian, coastal Cromagnon tribes-people with the Mesopatamian 
flood of only 8000 years ago, countless days' suns rose and fell into the endless west of 
night-time.

The best method of maintaining coherency throughout study of history (called by 
that brute Aristotle "meta-physics," meaning the study of "pre-origins") is to follow 
what has been called by Frazer the "Golden Bough," or elsewhere refered to as 
"Ariadne's thread," or the "perennial tradition." Thus, to find similarities between 
any two "esoteric" counter-cultural groups at different points in the entirety of 
recorded history, we have to compare their use of numbers in their systems of 
reckoning. Foremost, the importance (or lack thereof) to any group of adhering to 
fixed traditional sets of sums in their structural hierarchy, the so-called "chain of 
command," used within the group directly determines their inevitable success (or 
failure). This works both ways, such that groups can succeed using good number-



systems, even if they advocate morally bad causes. Nevertheless, their inevitable 
ultimate success or failure will be predictable entirely due to the rate predicted 
therefore by all prior groups who have used their same number-system to construct 
their hierarchy and motifs.

By applying this method across history, we can reverse-engineer the current POD 
"bund" system from the entirety of recorded history, and follow what groups now 
correspond to what groups whenever before now, and thus make accurate 
predictions about which groups exist now will succeed and which will fail based on a 
comparison of the ones now to the ones then in the specific terms of their relative 
number-systems. The POD "bund" system this study yields is a base-5 number-system.

PART 1A1: the POD "bund" order of 5 ranks

The way the POD "bund" system functions is that, at any point in history, including 
the present, there can be assumed to be no more than 5 top-most prevalent groups 
operating relative to one another globally. These five groups are, in themselves, 
established thus as across all time, a historical constant. It is simply the nature of the 
unfolding evolution of time that these 5 groups change roles relative to one another 
over the durations. That there are 5 is a universal axiom. The role each plays changes 
every re-generative cycle. The larger the group, the longer the regenerative cycle, 
and so these 5 operate at a roughly Aeonic-duration (2000-year long) calendar.

In effect, the sole difference between the "Aeons" of the Gnostics and the "Seasons of 
the Pope" of the POD (marked by the same period of time), is that at the level of the 12, 
yielded from the double-7, base-14 "Seasons of the Pope," there are 7 "Archons" or 
"Rulers," (the 7 pre-deluvial Atlantean kings), while at this same level, relative to 
groups (rather than to a single group of individuals) the key digit is not 7, but 5, 
because there will be 5 groups, and the most powerful will always have 7 members.

PART 1A2: the cycling out of the oldest order

Due to the process of change among the relationships of the orders in the "bund" 
system to one another "shuffling" the 5 groups over time, there will be, about once 
every 2000 years or so, the formation of a new group, which will necessitate the 
death of an older, existing group, in order to maintain the sum of 5 groups top-most 
prevalent at any given time in history. The result is that, every 2000 years, the 
"Archons" celebrate the change of an "Aeon" as the "Equinox of the Gods" or "coming 
of age" ritual, where the oldest group "passes the torch" to the youngest group.

For the past 8000 years, this process has ben celebrated esoterically by occult orders 
that belong to the "psychic conspiracy," who share the sacred secret science as sects 
cowering in shadows. At the turn of every other millennium since this began, a 
zodiacal holiday has been ritually performed by the 7 Archons through the 5 bund 
groups to celebrate either an Equinox or a Solstice of the "Aeonic" seasons.

PART 1A3: the cycling in of a new "world" order

The declaration of a "New Age" on the calendar therefore can only occur consecutive 
to the declaration of a new, global order on two conditions: if the situation is 
favourable both geo-politically and calendrically. In other words, if there is a 
massive revoltuion in social structure or the sciences, and it does not occur in 
conjunction with the calendar's changeing of the Aeons, then it will not be a truly 
"New Age." The events between the changes in Aeons are thus less significant to 



history than those occuring in tune with this 2000-year cycle. It takes but a 
moment's glance at even only recorded history to know this.

If, however, there is a massive revolution in social thinking, and it occurs at the turn 
of one 2000-year long Aeon to another, it ushers out an "Old Age," and thus an "Old 
World" is ritualistically sacrificed in the form of a newborn, and it ushers in a "New 
Age" and thus a "New World" is (re)discovered, to be conquered again anew by an 
alien group.

PART 1B: the present gobalist agenda

In +2000YP, there was a political coup-de-tat in the strongest nation on the planet, 
whose role in international politics had become in just 200 years for the entire 
planet alike the role of Athens in the Delian League some 2,500 years prior. 
Equivalent to the assassination of Julius Caesar in historical importance, influence 
and impact, this coup-de-tat was accomplished by and to benefit "neo-Sethians" 
(millanarian eschatlogists). It involved controlling both parties in the political 
election for the highest office in the most powerful nation in the land. The result was 
public apathy, frustration and outcry at the injustice of the entire political system. 
The election was declared a tie, which met with popular support. However as a 
recount progressed, half grew impatient. These were the "neo-Sethians," and they 
stole the election by overturning the results of the recount. In +2000YP there was a 
political coupe-de-tat in the US, and it placed George W. Bush, the son of a spy, into 
the position of highest authority the world had ever seen.

After the past 9 (going on 10) years, we can all definitely agree on the result of this. 
George W. Bush, named after the burning effigey of Moses' God, also claimed to have 
invented the internet address system "www" (for "world wide web") that represents 
the "666" (w = the 6th letter in Hebrew alphabet) bar-code on all websites. George W. 
also reflects on the founding Patriot, our nations' foremost Father, George 
Washington, though the men are antitheses. Nostradamus' name for President Bush 
was "Mabus" representing him as the "May Bush" (for the 7 planet-alignment on 
Cinco De Mayo, 2000). It was said of George W. Bush 2000 years ago, in the book of 
Revelations, where unlucky 666 is compared to Roman Caesar Nero, that every 1000 
years, the "Great Beast" or the "Red Dragon," that is commonly understood to mean 
Satan, the king of all demons, must be released from the pit of hell and "loosed upon 
the earth a little while." In short, George W. Bush, that "stuttering idiot" and "jealous 
child," that "insane cowboy," that last "great dictator," was, while he held the rank of 
highest authority on earth, Satan.

PART 1B1: the Bilderberg / Bohemian "neo-Sethians"

The "neo-Sethians" have ben an infamous sect of Gnosticism ever since the time of 
Christianity. Throughout this entire duration, and even for thousands of years prior 
to this, dating as early as the Mesopotamian flood at the start of known history, this 
group has been affiliated with the "dragon's blood." They claim to be descended from 
a partially-dinosaur gene-spliced monkey species contemporary to the dawn of 
modern mankind. This conjecture of their mythology accounts for the fact that in all 
art and literature depicting the "neo-Sethian" sect, they are represented by lizards.

The "neo-Sethians" represent the "youngest" or "newest" group of the perennial 5 
orders in the POD "bund" hierarchy. Thus, whatever group wishes to vie for impact of 
their rules and role on history at any given time to become the "newest" group must 
confront the image of the serpent shedding its skin, and thus come to incorporate 



this motif somehow into its symbology and number-system.

So, when I say the "neo-Sethians" staged the +2000YP elections in the USA, I mean 
that the same group behind the recount fiasco was behind the events the following 
year on September 11. This group, despite having assumed the form of a blue-blood 
president of a "free" nation, was still only one group of five, and represented an 
upstart faction attempting to gain control for their own agenda over all.

PART 1B2: end of York (Christian) Essene order

This attempt by the neo-Sethians was specifically intended to "Aeonically" 
assassinate a fellow "Archon" or group-archetype. The years 1900-2000 had 
collectively been a ritual by the 5 "bund" groups to celebrate the change of the Aeon. 
The final century's festivities for the Aeon had been ushered in by a resurgeance in 
interest in "gnostic apcrypha" yielding the Book of Enoch, the Nag Hammadi and 
finally the Dead Sea scrolls. Therefore, the group that had been the "neological" 
group 2000 years ago ushered in the beginning of the end of their Aeon. The Essenes 
of Qumran, whose Gnostic doctrine worshipped Enoch and preserved the time-
keeping traditions of Atlantis, have mirror-symmetry in their hierarchy and 
number-system to the modern York Rite Free Masons.

Insofar as Qumran was, 2000 years ago, a literal attempt to recreate the ritual roles 
and rules of Solomon's temple on a communal-farm, it's similarity to the "Mark 
Master" degrees of York Rite are no coincidence. The baptismal consecration of the 
Qumran Essenes has become the religion of Christianity, which is the prefered 
religion among the members of the York Rite of Masonry. Moreover, the astrological 
sciences of the Enochian Jubilee calendar used by the Essenes comprise the secret 
doctrine of Masonry, which then builds this ancient zodiac onto monuments 
consecrating certain dates and events. The Essenes were the Christian Free Masons of 
2000 years ago, and the York Rite Masons are the Essenes of today, 2000 years later.

PART 1B3: the fall of the "neo-Sethians" and rise of utopian Pythagoreanism

Inevitably, the result of the power-grab by the neologial group at the turn of the 
Aeon results in a backlash toward support for the causes the neologists attack. In this 
most recent case, we find it was the Democratic ideals of the USA. The weapon used 
was the private bank system (the US Fed for one). The legislation itself was named the 
"Patriot Act" and the neo-Sethian choice for significant numerical / date systems was 
9-11-2001. However, 2000 years ago, the same ritual was performed, and then the 
Roman neologists attacked the relgious root of monotheism in Judaism; the weapon 
they used was the Jewish Sanhedrin; the event was the "Passion" and the 
"Crucifixion;" the significant numbers were 7 (the age of Jesus in year one) and 33AD 
(33 = 4 + 7 + 10 + 12). The relationship of 11 to the "twin towers" is clear, as is the 
relationship of "9-11" to "911-Emergency." Less obvious is the relationship of the 
factorial table of nines to the shape of the pentagon (the floor of a dodecahedron of 
12 sides). However, to those of us who understand the meanings of all these 
numerical-codes, the relationship of 5 to 11 is clear enough in the form of 5+2=7=11-4.

The "neo-Sethians" selected their patsy fall-guy for their crime against humanity on 
9-11 carefully. Just as Hitler, the Jewish Rothschild bastard, waged the most brutal 
pogrom against the Jewish people of Germany, his own homeland and people, 
because he believed he was a Viking; so too, the video-image visage of a middle-
eastern Semite was chosen for the ikon of the millennial scape-goat, Usama Bin 
Laden, and since the second Persian Gulf war (in Jordan, Gaza and Palestine as much 



as in Afghanistan, Iraq and Palestine) have been blamed entirely on him alone. 
Consider his name: "Use Samael Bin-den." His name while working for the US CIA was 
"Tim Osmand." To be a spook means you never existed, and you have stepped outside of 
historical records to manipulate the flow of time itself.

PART 1C: the future(s) of the "global" government

During the last 10 years, the "neo-Sethians" have made crystal clear their motives 
and objectives for their coup-de-tat in global governmental control. They are hell-
bent on bringing about the End-times event, the destruction of the world, or at the 
least, of all humanity. In short, they are war-hawks without a cause, rebels for their 
own sakes, and commonly called "neo-conservatives" for slang, although tomorrow's 
"neo-liberals" will be worse.

For this the "neo-Sethians" have constructed secret, deep-underground military 
bases (DUMBs), intercontinental ballistic missiles deployed globally, massively 
polluted the atmosphere, and agitated wars, famine, plague and crime in every 
corner of the world to gain complete control of the minds of all mankind through 
fear. They waged a campaign of "Torture and Terror" for 10 years; but those of us 
whose knowledge comes from before their reign began, merely 100 years ago, we 
know how it will inevitably end.

When the world failed to destroy itself in 2000, the "neo-Sethians" took the initiative 
to attempt to destroy it themselves for the purpose of initiating the Apocalypse, and 
drawing down an alien saviour for them to bargain with for control over the human 
populations. However, despite their capacity to unite the globe (against them) they 
lack the power at this time to destroy the whole planet (only to decimate its surface, 
themselves to escpae underground). "First the globe must unite, then it can be 
collectively destroyed": such is the venom in a neo-Sethian's sting.

PART 1C1: the heaven-dimension of Pythagorean Atlantean Democracy

Ultimately, the "neo-Sethian" propaganda of 9-11 as a "New Pearl Harbor," justifying 
an "unending Crusade of atrition against invisible and, in truth, non-existent 
enemies," to question which is decried as mere "conspiracy theory," was entirely lies, 
irrelevant, and thus destined to be recalled by historians as, alike Hitler's Blitzkrieg 
over Europe, a "flash in the pan" of unsustainable military force. The more money is 
dumped into the murdering of soldiers for the cause of blind-faith in "neo-con" 
propaganda, which amounts, at best, to a war for oil, the deeper into their 
underground caves the serpents must slither to escape the wrath of their fellow 
humans.

Beyond the "endless war" strategy of bankrupting the US nation and breaking the 
morale of the other united nations, the "neo-Sethians" have zero plans for how to 
finish seizing power to impliment their global catastrophe and usher in their world-
wide empire. The "neo-Sethians" are perpetually blind to the future as it unfolds 
from the cycle that defines the shape of the past.

It is this shape, its dimensions and measures, its ratios and curves, we in the POD 
study as the number-system ideals of Atlantean Democracy. To speak more of it at this 
time, prior to 2012, might only be to "cast pearls before swine," however, and so I will 
not reveal what is not given unto me to do so.

PART 1C1A: the changes from the present system to the Atlantean system



Changes from the present mode of local, state, federal and inter-national government 
would be minimal to adopt an "Atlantean Democracy" system of global government. 
In terms of "State" structures very little would need ammended. The largest change 
would be toward a fusion of all existing denominations of religion with a single form 
of cash and banking system. This change, although it may be drastic from the point 
of view of us alive now, will seem much less strange in fifty years from now, when 
the number-systems of Ra-MARDUK, the Archon of the Aeon prior to that from +1-
2000YP, will fall and be replaced by a "new math" wherein knowledge increases 
exponentially as consciousness expands arithmetically. Rather than being 
centenniel in decimal only, we will experiment with other base-number counting-
systems, as did the Mayans with their Venus-calendar, and thus the inner-most spiral 
expansion-pattern will be exposed to the psychic percpetions of all, and our learning 
curve will implode, alike the skin of a coccoon, and our spirits will emerge 
metastasized and metamorphosized.

The first and most difficult step of the journey of our next evolutionary mutation is 
freeing one's own mind from "neo-Sethian" propaganda's mind-control over one's 
own head. What we think, how we spend our time, while alive is all we will have to 
prove our worth to ourselves when we die. Therefore, the amount of our own "head-
room" taken up by alien advertisers' information (ie. "neo-Sethian" propaganda) the 
less of a living soul we have, and the more willfully ignorant we choose to remain to 
our psychic-slavery to the "neo-Sethians'" doomsday agenda. As Plato once wrote an 
Akousmatikoi of Socrates (Pythagoras), "the unexamined life is not worth living."

This first step is the most difficult: to free one's self from mental slavery to distant 
forces of control over our own lives, what we think and why, how we dress and say 
what we say, and why, how we relate and who we choose to communicate to, and why, 
etc. First we must realise we choose not only which things to want and desire, but 
that we can choose to not want nor to desire anything for ourselves at all, and in this 
way we can come to be provided for by the very environment of the world around us. 
Following this, our ordinary routines will all break down and appear non-sensical. 
Sleep during the day and work at night will become as socially-acceptable as solar-
slavery is now. Dietary habits will be revolutionized by new genetically spliced 
plants, and possibly even new genetically spliced species of animals. Even mental 
control over one's own circadian rhythms can not only be re-attained by any 
individual, as soon as they realise they are an individual, and not just a reptile, but 
can be used to combat these "neo-Sethian" vampires who suck the orgone Chi out of 
their unaware and helpless victims.

PART 1C2: the hell-dimension of neo-Sethian millennarian eschatology

The "neo-Sethians'" goals in their attempted millennial coup-de-tat were simple: 
destroy earth. They have, thus far, failed, and even now are diminishing in their 
authority and scope throughout the political sphere. However, for each and every 
one of this generations' members of the neological group, as for those from each 
generation before ours, there is a special catacomb carved out for them in Hell. Those 
traitors who betray the truth for lies, who betray love for blidness, who betray their 
souls for money, will suffer their own desired future: a horrible catastrophe will 
soon befall them. A massive revolution, spear-headed by a vast, international pacifist 
movement of populist politicians, will seek to deseat and defeat the neo-Sethians 
utterly. The "neo-Sethians" will flee to their DUMBs, and many millions will die. Some 
will survive to create the utopia described in HG Welles' "the Time Machine," 
although even then, Atlantean Democracy will be revived and flourish anew. The 



"neo-Sethians" know they will be defeated. They always knew.

In the end of the "neo-Sethian" hell on earth awaits for them a complete global 
thermo-nuclear war, decimating the surface of the planet and leaving them warped 
and twisted morgellon-infested trogladytic mutants in their DUMB snake-pits. If you 
are a reptilian, that is what you have to look forward to. Hell on earth will be your 
eternal reward, and punishment, for your own just deserts.

PART 1C1A: the changes from the present system to the neo-Sethian system

Although martial-law, leading to the nuking of the surface of the whole planet, a 
veritable extinction-level-event, seems like an inevitable next slip down the 
slippery. steeply sloping steps of a failing empire, there are other options than 
either headlong suicide or blind faith in pacifist obedience.

The ultimate solution to the world's problems and accomplishment of its long-
standing goals of global peace, global trade, global learning and global culture, is 
simple: study the number-systems used by any two groups, cults of religion or sects 
of state. To do this is called studying "Atlantean Democracy" and is the only thing, 
right now, that can help to make the world better.

Therefore, instead of the "inevitable end," prepare instead for the immortal 
tomorrow's dawn, for it will always appear. All those crimes commited by night will 
be brought to the light. And when they are, the guilty will be punished and the 
righteous will be justifiably vindicated.

Globalism- Dictatorship by Protocols or Atlantean Democracy?

intro: why is it called "Atlantean" Democracy?

A. Globalism in the Present Dawn of the 21st century.

1. the history of the modern trend toward global government

1a. prior to the 1900's: the Dream of Past Petty Tyrants Becomes the Present Protocols for a Future Global Dictatorship.

1b. the early 1900's: Neo-Collonialsm (Zionism, Imperialism, Central Economic Planning)

opposed by Nationalism (Fascist Corporatism, Patriotism to Free-Market Capitalism, Centralised Oligarchical Statism).

1c. the mid-1900's: Leveraged Buy-Outs of Corporations by Banks

(identification of key, new resource-exploiting, tech industries for aggressive acquisition).

1d. the late 1900's: Lobbyists and Special-Interests push Entitlement Programs and Militarism

(the interest-bearing debt-restructuring of financing for independent nations by multi-national central-banks).

1e. the early 2000's: the Bankruptcy of Fiat Cash Following its Expediency in Acquiring Power Resources

(the Military Industrial Empire, the Disenfranchised Mass Populous and Individuals as Enemies of the State).

2. the modern Globalist political planners and round-table / "think-tank" groups.

2a. the Trilateral Comission funded by the Vatican Bank (Rothschilds, Rockefellers, Warburgs, etc.)

Military-Industrialists over the East Asian, Afro-European and trans-American "Economic-Unions," etc.

2b. the Council on Foreign Relations (rotating membership) and the Club of Rome (permanent membership)

private share-holding stock-owners of international central banks over the Fed, Free-Trade Agreements, etc.!

2c. the Bildeberg Group (mobile, rotating members) reporting to the Committee of 300 (stationary, life-time members)

"owners of the means of production" from all industries over the independent media, public politics, etc.

2d. the Bohemian Grove (Maloch) Club AKA the Finders (MK Monarch)

(human traffickers in child sex slaves) over the intelligence communities, commodities distribution networks, etc.

3. the modern rich elites' plan for futre world government.

3a. the prison / ponzi / pyramid model of 3 Classes: 1) a single warden; 2) a few guards; 3) the imprisoned population.

3b. 9-11: a neo-con coup using Continuity of Government providing redundant DUMBs for the chief executive officers.

3c. the lack of a back-up plan in the event of failure of this system for any alternative form of adaptive survival.

3d. the "doomsday" scenario of eschatology being the only alternative form or back-up plan for modern globaists.

3e. the "all for me or else nothing for anybody" mentality of investment (credit) banking sold to prop up petty-tyrants.

3f. betrayal of the armed middle-class by the owners of banks and by the disenfranchised prison populous alike.

4. Ultimate Failure of Dictatorships in General and of All Historical "Global" Empires by Over-Extended Spending.

4a. the flaw of Socialist Labour-Unionism in attacking Monetary-Exchange methodologies. (Marx's "Das Kapital")



- fixed amount, solid-commodity legal currency vs. fiat tender based on interest-bearing loans from investment banks.

- use of the latter by US-banked Russian Sovietism to erode the former by promising "redistribution of wealth" to poor.

- use of the former by "Revolutionaries" for sound money to withstand the erosion of promisary notes by state banks.

- results of free-market capitalism founded on solid-currency vs. Wall-Street croney bail-outs and the fall of Sovietism.

!

B. the Protocols for a Future Global Dictatorship.

1. the history of leaked documents from the Protocols of Zionism to Project Blue Beam and beyond. ("BaPH" model)

1a. the Protocols of Zionism, attributed to "the learned elders." (early 1900's)

1b. Silent Weapons for Quiet Wars, a military economics manifesto. (mid-1900's)

1c. Project Blue Beam, the end-game doomsday scenario to kill off all life on earth's surface. (late-1900's)

1d. the cyber-age of dis-information, wikileaks of newly "legalised" war-crimes vs. alien conspriacy "theories." (2000's)

1e. the prediction of impact with earth and the asteroid Apophis 99942 in 2029 and preparing for the end of the world.

- use of the calendar to induce millennarian eschatologism, compounded exponentially by celestial coincidences

- use of propaganda to compoud public panic to mass fever pitch over non-existent threats ("terrorism," drugs, etc.)

- preparation of DUMBs (mass bomb-shelters) to survive a surface ELE and UFO tech to out-live a global destruction.

- final initiation of plans for population reduction "by any means necessary" (food-control, bio-chem germs, nuke, etc.)

- the concept of "peak-point" for industrialism and prediction of an environmentally necessitated return to feudalism.

2. the history of the concept of a global dictator

2a. the Vedic Castes vs. an Alexandrian "Republic"

2b. the Roman Republic vs. Julius Caesar

2c. the Dark Ages under the Catholic Papacy.

2d. Privatised Ownership of Investment Banks and their "Protocols of Zionism."

2e. the modern model of a psychic dictatorship and the imminent crowning of a single global dictator.

3. the reasoning for wanting to have a single global dictator.

3a. the plotting of petty-dictators to create a system to more simply gain greater power over the largest populous.

3b. the creation of totalitarian beuracracy based on fiat currency to tempt dependents into state-salaried slavery.

3b. the use of beuracracy as a crucible for petty tyrants to progress at the expense of crushed souls.

3c. the eventual end-goal of all beuracracy is to become "king of the hill" - a lone tyrant atop a totalitarian pyramid.

3d. the eventual bait-and-switch betrayal of any such beuracratic tyrant by their bank-rollers in events of poor times.

3e. the end of the totalitarian beuracracy in every nation by the implimentation of a single global dictator over them all.

3f. the strategy of applied dialectics used within the totalitarian beuracracy by successful petty tyrants

- in rhettorical propaganda as:

thesis (statement of intent for changes),

anti-thesis (disproof of alledgedly existing belief about the intended changes),

synthesis (use as proof of need for the initial statement's intended changes).

- in strategic methodology as:

Problem: an existent situation for a group is classified as undesirable for some arbitary reason by one person

Reaction: the middle-management of social beuracracy is put into motion to correct the individual's perceived problem

Solution: by involving the social beuracracy in the process, the problem identified initially by one grows worse for all.

!

C. The Ideal Future of a Global Democracy.

1. the ideal Rights to Personal Liberty (individual sovereignty) and Honest Trade, and gov't non-interference therewith.

1a. the concept of Justice. Free Market Fair Trades, not "Free Trade" implying, which seems worse, "taxed trade."

- the lifespan of Justice, and the concept of Injustice.

1b. the reality of punitive enforcement for infractions of laws, even if commited by individuals in high political offices.

- the "concept of justice" is lost in the breach of law enforcement to exclude prosecuting the rich or powerful.

1c. Restoring one's own individual sovereignty occurs when one stops being led to believe and thinks for themselves.

- this pyschic liberation from mental-bondage must occur for any individual before they can help others in social group.

1d. Imagining better alternatives, regardless of how unpopular such time-consumption is to work-slaves, is important.

- answers come from asking the question, not from only thinking the question up. This takes time, sometimes absent.

1e. Rights are eternal, and as ideas cannot be killed, so too is Liberty first an idea, which is, simply, a realised ideal.

- Rights are above even the Law, which is merely immortal, but is man-made, not external in origin and only learned.

2. the ideal role of government is to enforce only the first law: to protect all individual sovereigns' Right to Liberty.

2a. the role of government in the lives of all non-soveriegn individuals should be to not interfere with them at all.

- hence no individual sovereign may benefit from using non-sovereign individuals. That would be the worst crime.

- hence no social group or its government should interfere with anyone anywhere that does not adhere or belong to it.

- hence the travels or trades between non-sovereign individuals cannot be taxed by anyone who would be sovereign.

- hence, likewise, if non-sovereigns deal wrongly with one another, no sovereign government may interfere to stop this.

2b. what is the ideal form of government to prevent its role from being anything other than protecting individual liberty?

- government membership may be left unlimited in strictly inverse porportion to the limitations on the group's authority.

- the larger a government grows, the more checks and balances must be pre-emptively put into place to prevent over-expansion 

and the eventual fiat (interest rated loans) currency of an over-extended empire that leads to its collapse.

- thus, the larger the group's membership, the longer its constitution and the bigger its government become.

- thus, likewise, the ideal form of government based on non-interference and punitive enforcement against infractions of anyone's 



personal liberty, be they individual soveriegns or belonging to any group and under another's government, would be a very small 

membership with very limited scale of authority over anyone outside those belonging to them.

- such a government consolidates power through acquiring group membership by setting a good example of their ideal.

- thus, a group based on small sized, powerless government being an ideal enforcer of the law of individual liberty do win in the end 

over all the other groups around them by outlasting them all, since all are dictatorships, bound to fail.

2c. how does a weak, small government punitively enforce laws against violations of any individual's sovereign Right?

- by redefining to only a small contextual extent what constitutes a breach of an individual's sovereign Right to Liberty.

2d. how can such a government succeed against tyranny if it cannot actually enforce its laws by punishment?

- because tyrannies' turn-over rate is even more rapid than the downfall of a government that trusts in anarchy.

- ultimately Good simply outlives Evil, and a small, weak government can outlast the life-span of all petty tyrants.

3. the ideal form of a global government is thus a small, powerless group. The best method for this is a Democracy.

3a. to insure the best method for protecting all individual's right to self-sovereign freedom is to maintain a small gov't

- the concept of a gov't itself should become only political discussions between individual sovereigns, with no groups.

- this can be achieved by implimenting an impotent form of government at the top, to which all others answer below it.

- the importance of this global government over all being powerless is the core of why it must be a Democracy itself.

3b. Democracy is premised on rule by majority vote. Thus, a small membership is easiest and if limited legally best.

- ideally, for a global government to be able to punitively enforce the law of individual liberty, that must be its 1 power.

- a small, otherwise absolutely powerless, form of Democracy at the top level of world governments, does work.

- the role of the world court, the UN and global economy relative to the role of petty dictators, IMF and central banks.

!

D. December 20/21, 12:00 midnight, 2012: a time to choose.

1. the Zero-Sum Game of Fiat Croney-Corporatist Capitalism is either a dictatorship or else delivery of a doomsday plan.

1a. the result of such a plan on the time-streams for living beings on earth: their division from a single unified form into:

- the world where all takes a turn for the worse: a hell-dimension split at the declaration of global martial law.

- the world where all stays exactly the same: a middle-road where nothing adapts, which will be destroyed by Apophis.

- the world where all continues on, with improving: a world-line wherein a global Democracy rules all free individuals.

1b. the cause of their plans to pivot their position into power at this present moment depends on celestial events as well.

- the times leading up to 1999 / 2000 (new year's eve). The revelations of ritual magic cults behind the entertainment biz.

- the period of time from 2000 until 9-11-2001. The theft of the election and collusion of neo-cons and UBL to stage 9-11.

- the event of 9-11-2001: UBL, a long-term CIA mole, was falsely accused by the neo-cons for their own staged attack.

- the times from 2001 until 2012. The building up of the hegemonic army at the expense of national economic solvency.

- the year 2012. The three possible events: 1) something bad. 2) nothing. 3) something good. The division of time-lines.

- 12-20-2012. The prediction of the 7 planet alignment of 5/5/2000 by the Hollywood magicians. Neo-con calendar lies.

- 12-21-2012. The morning after: the division of the time-lines by the passage of this calendrical / celestial event in time.

2. Who are "We, the People," when the US is a "melting-pot," and what should the definition of citizenship mean to all?

2a. the "financial wizards" and "money manipulators" who pull the strings of political puppets to legalise their militarism.

- why the military obeys politicians, why the politicians obey the rich elites, and why the rich elites seek power over all.

2b. the disenfranchised, impoverished, imprisoned wage-slave serfs who obey the system of using the elite's fiat cash.

- why it is important to understand the premise of "sound-money" to be able to be truly free, and to defend the right to be.

2c. alternatives to the system of mental-slavery to taxation to pay the interest on loans backed by imaginary sums of fiat.

- the method of a gradual restoration of regional, national, state and local sovereignty by a transition to competing gold.

- the method of transition by competing currencies: an ounce of gold tied to a measure of silver per one dollar Fed note.

- to secure the transition from a hyperinflating dollar relative to gold value, and restore gold to use as circulated coins.

- when the dollar value drops, more dollars buy less, so gold would pose an easy transition to a higher valued medium.

3. "We, the People" vs. the zero-sum game of financing "wizards" engaged in croney-corporatism and political graft.

3a. the apparently limited likelihood of success by the masses to prevent the neo-con plot to dictate or kill all the globe.

- leading up to a much feared conclusive demonstration of doomsday / ELE level force by corporate controlled militaries.

3b. the actual impossibility of the neo-cons amassing enough fire-power to effectively execute a global dictatorship.

- the creation of the illusion to the public of power, concealing behind it the ultimate impotence of ignorant greed.

3c. the moment of greatest fear as any final attack scenario begins is the moment of greatest oppurtunity for its failure.

- the neo-cons will build up the illusion of their power (both fiat money and military command) until it finally fails them.

outro: Why is it called Atlantean "Democracy"?




